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General Summary

Part 1: hztroduction

Tins paper sets out to examine the operation of the mail services in the
Republic of Ireland.

The objectives of the paper are as follows:

(a) To examine the demand for mail services over a period of time for the
country as a whole, and within the different counties for individual
years. It also endeavours to project future levels of postal demand
up to 1986.

(b) To examine the structure of post office costs and productivity (i.e.
trends in the number of pieces of mail handled per postal worker).

(c) To determine the likely future trends in post office profits and the
implications of these trends for the financing of the postal services.

Throughout the paper mail is classified as either total, first or second class.
Total mail for the purpose of this paper is the grouping of the four categories,
letters, postcards, printed papers and newspapers. Letters and postcards
constitute first class mail while second class mail consists of printed papers
and newspapers.

Part 2: Demand for Mail

In the twenty years between 1949 and 1969, it was found that the total
volume of mail posted increased by 1.72 per cent per annum, a very moderate
rate of increase when compared with the growth rates of consumer spending
and GNP over that period. Similarly, both first and second class mail increased
in volume over that period, although second class mail increased at a much
faster rate, leading to a decline in the share of first class mail in total mail.

To account for the rate and pattern of growth in mail volume, certain
statistical techniques were applied: to the annual data and also to the data for
different counties. In doing this analysis it was expected that the growth in
mail services would be associated with,

(a) income level

II
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(b) cost of postage stamps (price)

(¢) price and availability of competing services such as the telephone

(d) population density.

When these factors were analysed it was found that Over time (time-series
analysis) demand for mail services was significantly related to income level.
A IO per cent increase in income per person was associated with a 5.o per cent
to 9"5 per cent increase in postal service usage depending on the type of mail
handled. The response of first class mail to changes in income was fairly
moderate while that of second class mail was relatively greater. The reaction
of first class mail to price changes was also very moderate while that of second
class was ambiguous, showing a slight response in one test: and none at all in
another. A satisfactory link could not be established between telephone
availability~ and the demand for postal services, due to the inadequate data
available.

A further series of tests was carried out over a number of counties (cross
sectiou analysis), firstly for the year i965 to establish certain relationships and
later for the years i96o and i969 to see if these relationships persisted. Results
here showed that the volume of first class mail was unrelated to income or to
any of the other determinants listed above. Second class mail, however, was
significantly related to income and population density.

The results of the time-series analysis were used to forecast demand to I986
and these forecasts implied growth in total mail volume, of between 1.2 per
cent and 4 per cent per annum (depending on the assumptions made about
spending and price trends), with a continuation of the tendency for second
class mail to grow at a faster rate than first class. First class mail would,
however, continue to be the dominant category in I986.

Part 3: Postal Costs and Productivity
Part 3 begins with a descriptive survey of the structure of total post office

costs, which were fbund to be relatively similar to the Cost structure of American
and British postal services. It was found that letters were profitable but printed
papers were unprofitable in all three countries and that the structure of postal

charges in the three countries effectively subsidised second class mail. An
examination of the various stages of mail handling showed that second class
mail cost relatively more to collect and deliver than first class, but relatively
less to handle.

It was considered surprising that the cost structures of postal services were
similar in the USA, UK and Ireland since wage rates were so much higher
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in the US. This relative similarity in postal costs implied inefficiency in the
Irish postal service. However, it was suggested that the similarity of postal
costs between Ireland and the US was the result of two opposing sets of
influences. The higher wage costs in the US were offset by the greater size and
concentration of population being served by the US post offices and, more
importantly, by the lower standard of postal services they provided. While
these influences could not be accurately quantified, they implied that there was
no reason to believe that Irish postal services were inefficient by international
standards.

It was also illustrated that postal services in Ireland were "labour intensive",
i.e. that wages constituted the greater proportion of postal service costs. For
this reason it is imperative that the number of pieces of mail handled per
worker be increased, if the cost of postal services is to be prevented from
increasing at a much faster rate than other consumer prices, or than the prices
of telephone services which do not possess the same labour content.

The study also examined variations in costs between different post offices
throughout the country with the following results. Total mail volume (postings
and deliveries) in 5° Irish post offices grew by 2.28 per cent per annum on
average between i95I and I965. The labour force, however, grew by only
o.I2 per cent per annum, which meant that the number of pieces of mail
handled per worker (productivity) increased in fact by 2" 17 per cent per annum
over that period. It was noted that productivity in Dublin was considerably
higher than in the rest of the country, though its rate of increase between I95I
and I965 was slower than elsewhere. The slower rate in Dublin was explained
as a consequence of moderate rates of increase in both output and employment,
whereas the more rapid rate of increase in the country, other than Dublin,

was due to an actual fall in employment of 0.43 per cent per annum, with the
result that the increase in productivity was greater than the increase in output.

Finally, it was shown that it is possible to establish a relationship between
the sum ofpostings and deliveries for an individual post office and the following
factors:

(a) quantities of labour (postmen, sorters, clerks, etc.),

(b) transport vehicles (delivery vans),

(c) population density,

(d) proportion of population living in urban areas.

From this relationship indices of the number of pieces of mail handled per
individual worker (termed "productivity indices"), were constructed.

These indices are described as being potentially useful measures of perfor-
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mance at individual office level;: low values of an index imply below average
productivity, which might be caused by serious under-utilisation of capacity,
inadequate or obsolete premises or equipment, or a host of other reasons. The
indices would thus be a useful tool in deciding on future budgetary allocations
and modernisation programmes.

Part 4: Likely Future Trends in Post Office Profits and the Implicatiot~ of these Trends
[’or the Financing of the Postal Services

From the findings in Parts 2 and 3, future trends in post office profits were
deduced and it was suggested that because of the increasing relative
importance of second class mail, the rate of increase of total post office costs
was likely to accelerate.

The effects of these trends in demand and costs on post office profits would
obviously depend on the objectives being pursued by the Department of Posts
and Telegraphs. The accepted objective of the Department in the past, was
to cover its costs on a long-term basis. This resulted in recurrent increases in
postal charges, which were necessary to erase the deficits brought about by
Wage increases, while at the same time avoiding any deterioration in the
standards of services provided.

In the light of these findings, it is evident that the major problems facing
the Department of Posts and Telegraphs, are how to increase the number of
pieces of mail handled per postal worker over a period (to increase productivity)
and how to moderate the rate of increase in costs. Certain very minor cost
savings may be achieved by re0rganising some services, but apart from these,
it is suggested that there are two ways in which savings can be made:

(a) greater mechanlsation of the service

(b) reductions in the Standard of postal services.

The merits or otherwise of implementing these two policies areexamined but
it is emphasised that decisions on such matters can only be made in the light of
social and political constraints as perceived by the policy maker. The alternative
policy changes discussed are simply suggestions from the findings, which are
offered for discussion.

The policy of greater mechanisation would appear to have little relevance in
the Irish context. The greatest benefits to be derived from technological
developments are in the mail handling area but the scale of postal operations in
Ireland, with the possible exception of the Central Sorting Office, would not
be sufficient to permit savings from this source. The major costarea in the Irish
postal services is in delivery, an area where automation can have little impact;

This leaves only the policy of reducing the standards of postal services or
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alternatively forcing customers to bear some of the costs of handling mail.
A reduction in the standard of postal services would entail the adoption of
mail procedures on the lines of those obtaining in the USA where, for example,
deliveries are not made to the door of each house but are deposited in collection
boxes at the end of driveways. US mail users are also obliged to hand in second
class mail at post offices. The Department of Posts and Telegraphs is already
considering a number of changes in this area and separate studies are being
carried out as to their acceptability to the public. In the context of the present
paper, very little in fact can be said about the effects of these changes on mail
volume though it is conceivable that a major deterioration in standards of
service would lead to a switch away from postal services by regular users.

The conclusion then on a change of policy was that changes in the standard
of services would be the only certain way of avoiding steady increases in postal
charges, otherwise a major change in the method of financing postal services
would have to be adopted. If the latter course is adopted three alternative
means of financing mail services are suggested,

(a) Explicit subsidy of the postal services from general taxation. This would
be the most expedient method.

Bring charges on first and second class mail into line with their actual
costs and so end the effective subsidisation of second class mail which
is in operation.

(c) Subsidisation of postal services from the telephone services, which are
relatively more profitable.

The merits or otherwise of these different methods of financing the postal
services are beyond the scope of this paper, but they are offered on face value
with a cautionary word, that their implications should be studied from a
number of points of view, before their adoption is seriously considered.

GERAP~D WRIGHT



Part i

Introduction

THIS paper is an attempt to .apply modern quantitative techniques of
economic analysis to the operation of the mail services proVided by the

Department, of Posts ,and Telegraphs of the .Republic of Ireland. This
Department is one of the largest organisations in the State, ~adminisfering a
network of 52 head post Offices and 2,160 branch and sub-offices, and employing
a staff of.2 I, 137 in 1970-7 I. However, as can be seenfrom Table i. i, less than
5° per cent of its income derives from mail services as such andin recent years
this proportion has fallen below 4° per cent. The remainder is accounted for
by the telephone and telegraph services, and by a variety of other services
provided on an agency basis on behalf of Other government departments and
of the Post Office Savings Bank.

Because of the scale of the Department’s operations, and their importance
in the national economy, there are a great many questions of interest which
could be asked about them. In order to ensure adequate treatment, however,
it has been necessary to be highly selective as regards the topics covered. The
paper, therefore, confines its attention to the mail services provided by the
Department. Furthermore, within those limits, it has concentrated on areas
which are amenable to quantitative econometric techniques.

The plan of the paper follows the economist’s traditional distinction between
demand and supply. Part 2 considers the demandfor mail services, and Part 3
examines the determinants of costs and productivity on the supply side. Each
of these parts begins with a general descriptive survey, and then attempts to
apply econometric tools to the area being studied. Thus, demand functions for
mailservices are estimated in Part 2, both over time, and over a cross section
of Irish counties. These estimated demand functions are then used to project
postal demand up to I986. Part 3 examines the behaviour of labour productivity
over time in Irish post offices, and also estimates production functions for a
single year. The results of this analysis are then used to evaluate the performance
of individual post offices using methods developed by Feldstein (I967). Both
Parts 2 and 3 conclude with a non-technical summary of their findings.

Finally, the implications of these findings for postal profitability and finances
are discussed in Part 4. No specific recommendations on pricing or financial
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TABLE 1.1: Income of Department of Posts and Telegraphs, Financial ~Fears 196o-6i,
1965-66, and I971-72

Sources of income (excluding Government
subvention) 196o-61 1965-66 1971-72

~, £ooo £ooo £ooo
Telephone Service 4,71 : 9,367 21,666
Telegraph Service 424 723 1,6o8
Agency Services* I,I39 1,81o 3,417
Postal Service 5,187 7,981 15,773

of which: Mail Service 4,936 7,665 x5,P68
Remittance Services
(Money Orders and
Postal Orders) Pop e z 3 3r5
Miscellaneous 49 x 03 z89

Total I 1,46o 19,891 42,464

*Agency services comprise over-the-counter services such as the issuing of pensions, licences, etc.
on behalf of other government departments and of the Post Office Savings Bank.

Source: Department of Posts and Telegraphs, Commercial Accounts.

policy are made, since it is considered that decisions on such matters can only

be made in the light of social and political constraints as perceived by the
policy maker. However, the relevance of the paper’s findings to a number of
alternative policy changes is discussed. The paper therefore attempts to
provide the essential background information on which policy decisions should
be based, but does not attempt to influence the outcome of those decisions.

By its nature, this paper should be of most interest to those who are directly
concerned with postal policy, or who are interested in the problems faced by
the Irish postal services or by similar service industries. Readers in this category
who are not interested in the details of the econometric analysis may wish to
confine their attention to the introductory and summary sections of Parts 2
and 3, and to the discussion of policy implications in Part 4. However, it is
hoped that the techniques used in the paper may als0 be of more general
interest. The sections on the specification and estimation of demand and
production functions raise issues which are not peculiar to postal services,
and the same is true of the sections which apply these methods to demand
forecasting and to the construction of performance indicators for individual
offices. The latter application in particular should be of interest to those
concerned with improving efficiency in other large organisations, especially in
the public sector, whose operations are decentralised and not subject to the
usual criterion of profit-maximisation.
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Part 2

The Demand for Mail Services

2.I Introduction: Overall Trends x949-69

~s stated in Part I, this paper is concerned solely with the mail services
/ lprovided by the Department of Posts and Telegraphs of Ireland.
Accordingly, in studying the demand for mail services, attention is focused
on the number of pieces of mail carried in different categories. Furthermore,
since the act of sending a letter may be considered more "voluntary" than that
of receiving one, it seems logical to deal with the number of pieces posted
rather than the number delivered,x

Table 2.I gives the basic data relating to the total number of pieces posted
in various mail categories. As with all the data on mail volume used in Part 2
of this paper, the data are taken from a series of returns of the volume of mail
posted in a representative week of each of fourteen years covering the period
I949 to I969. It would, of course, be preferable to have a continuous series,
giving the number of pieces posted in every year, but such data are not avail-
able. One compensation for this irregular coverage is that, for each of these
fourteen years, a very detailed breakdown is available, giving the number
of pieces posted and delivered in each category in 52 head post office
districts.!

The most obvious feature of Table 2. i is the dominance of letters and printed

papers over the other categories. On average, over the whole period, they
account for 59’6 per cent and 31.6 per cent of the total and they exhibit fairly
steady upward trends. Of the remaining four categories, on the other hand,
only postcards have increased, while the volume of newspapers, parcels and
registered items posted have fluctuated around downward trends.

These trends are shown more clearly by the last three columns of Table 2.2,
which give the average annual growth rates of all categories for the country
as a whole, as well as for DUblin and the rest of the country separately. The
latter distinction is made both because of the extreme importance of Dublin

i. The number of pieces posted and delivered move yew. cl.osely toge.ther, with ~e .latter exceeding
the former by an average of 8 per cent over the period, mdicattng a net inflow ofmaxl mto tlae country
from abroad.

~. For a further discussion of the data used, see Appendix B.

X8



TABLE 2.I : Number of pieces of mail posted in different categories, i949-69 (in thousands)
o
o

Week ending Letters Printed Newspapers Postcards Parcels Registered Total First class Second class
papers articles mail mail

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)2 April i949 3,x28"3 1,336"9 I57"8 151.4 188.8 8o.5 5,o43.7 3,279.7 1,494-727 October i951 3’I78"6 1’283"4 I5°"5 144"5 175"5 87"I 5,°19.6 3,323"1 4433"918 October 1952 3,262"6 1,4o9-o i3o.5 142.3 167.7 86.9 5,i98.9 3,404.9 1,539.517 October 1953 3,I7°’I 1,534"7 125"9 165"3 165"1 81"4 5,244"6 3,337"4 1,66o.6
I6 October i954 3,208"7 1,748.o I28-i i7i-2 i58.6 8I-O 5,495.6 3,379"9 1,876"I o15 October I955 3,340"8 1,943"5 136-2 I81.8 i59.o 8I.O 5,842.2 3,522.6 2,079-719 October i957 3,43v6 1,648.9 i2i.4 i85.2 i4o.2 67.7 5,595.I 3,616.8 1,77o.318 October i958 3,476"7 1,847"6 I32"I 143"6 133"3 70"3 5,8o3-6 3,62o-3 1,979.7 t~
15 October i96o 3,629.3 1,965.1 13o.7 i46.5 i4i.3 63.2 6,076.2 3,775.8 2,095.82o October i962 3,7oo’4 1,982"9 I35"5 I57"7 I4I’5 59"6 6,I77"5 3,858.1 2,118.422 February i964 3,778.7 2,085.6 135.8 155.2 i38.I 62"7 6,356"I 3,933"9 2,221"4
16 October 1965 3,668"2 2,304-9 128.6 166.9 136-1 65.3 6,470.0 3,835.1 2,433.519 October 1968 4,o13"8 2,356"6 128.6 182-3 147.2 67.0 6,895.4 4,i96.i 2,485.2¯
I8 October 1969 4,o85"3 2,562"6 117"5 174"4 15o"3 67"1 7,157"2 4,259.7    2,68o-I

Wotes to Table: First class mail = letters + postcards.
Second class marl = printed papers + newspapers.
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its share in the national total of all categories is over 40 per cent--and because
of the difference in trends between the two areas.

From the table it may be seen that the total volume of mail posted increased
by I’72 per cent per annum between 1949 and i969, a moderate rate of
increase, especially when compared with the growth rates of consumer
spending and GNP over the same period. Even the fastest growing category,
printed papers, grew by only 3.i3 per cent per annum, while letters grew
by I’34 per cent, and the smaller categories either grew more slowly or
declined. It can also be seen from the table that the rate of increase of letters
and printed papers has been faster in Dublin than in the rest of the country,
whereas newspapers and postcards have sharplydeclined in Dublin despite
their moderate increase elsewhere. (The decline in newspapers posted in
Dublin has been fairly steady, whereas that in postcards is largely attributable
to a sudden and inexplicable drop of 36,00o between 1957 and 1958.)

The remaining columns of Table 2.2 show the simple correlation coefficients
between the different mail categories over the period. All of these coefficients
are consistent with the rates of growth shown in column (9) : the categories with
positive growth rates--letters, printed papersand postcards--form one
mutually correlated block, while those with negative growth rates--newspapers,
parcels and registered items form another. Notice also that desPite the high
correlation (r=’916) betweenthe two major categories, letters and printed
papers, the latter have risen at a much faster rate than the former; this is
equally true Of the whole country, and of both Dublin and elsewhere.

This difference ¯between the growth rates of letters and printed papers
suggests that they deserve individual consideration. Furthermore, their much
greater importance than the other categories implies¯ that little will be lost by
concentrating attention on them. Accordingly, this is what has been done in
most of the subsequent analysis, except that, in order to conform with post
office practice, postcards have been grouped with letters to form first class mail,
and newspapers with printed papers to form second class. As can be seen from
the last two rows of Table 2.2, each of these aggregate classes is statistically
indistinguishable from its principal constituent (r----.999 in both cases). Note,
finally, that since parcels and registeredarticles are henceforth ignored, the
term "total mail" when used in the remainder of Part 2 of this paper, refers
to the sum of the first four mail categories only.

It may be remarked in passing that the distinction between first and second
class mail, in addition to its convenience, has an economic significance. Second
class mail comes principally from the business sector, while a large proportion
(though by no means~ all)of first class Comes from the personal sector. This
matter is pursued further in section 2.2 below.

Turning now to the behaviour Of mail posfings at a disaggregated level,



TABLE 2.2: Simple correlation coefficients and average annual growth rates of different mail categories, 1949-69

Gorrelation coefficients
Average annual growth rates, per cent, 1949-69

Regis- First (standard errors in parentheses )
Printed News- Post- tered Tot.~l class

Letters papers papers cards Parcels articles mail mail All country Dublin Rest
(I) (2) (3) (4) (5)    (6) (7) (8) (9) (Io) (II)

i. Letters x.ooo
2. Printed papers -916**

3- Newspapers --’492
4. Postcards -3o5
5. Parcels --’656*
6. Registered articles --.796**

7- Totalmail "972**

8. First class mall "999**
9- Second class mail -917**

I"34 (’o8)** 2"14 (’19)** "65 (’o8)**
x’ooo 3"x3 (’3I)** 3"38 (’43)** 2"71 (’15)**

--’572* x’ooo --’68 (’28)* --2"47 (’82)* "II (’19)
¯ 46o --’516 I’ooo "56 (’39) --4"I9(1"I2)** I"92 (’29)**

---683"* -622" --’2oo I’OOO --I’I9 (’32)** --%7 (’4I) --2"02 (’25)**
--’733** "382 --’183 "825** I’OOO --I’63 (’35)** --I’I6 (’4o)* --2"I3 (’48)**

"984** --’538* "417 --’662**--’762* I’OOO I’72 (’xo)** 2"35 (’I9)** I"o5 (’o5)**

"924** --’5o9 "348 --’655* --’793* "977** I"ooo     1"3o (’o8)** 2"oo (’x8)** "73 (’o7)**
"999** --’553* "453 --’676* --’733* "984** "924** 2"87 (’29)** 3"I7 (’4I)** 2"38 (’I3)**

O

~d

* = significant at 95 per cent level
** = significant at 99 per cent level

Notes to Table: Total mail = sum of categories I to 6.
First class mail = letters + postcards.
Second class mail = printed papers+newspapers.
All magnitudes in the table, except those in the last two columns, refer to the whole country.
All correlation coefficients are based on the absolute levels of the variables.
Average annual growth rates in the last three columns are calculated by regressing the natural logarithrns (not the absolute levels)
of the appropriate variable on a time trend, as suggested by Geary (i972). Figures in parentheses are standard errors of the estimated
coefficients of the time trend.

o

c~

x
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Table 2,3 gives the average annua! growth rates of total, first class, and second
class mail, as well as of the ratio of first class to total m~il,3 for fifty head post
office catchment areas. It is apparent that the same trerids which were shown

by. the country as a whole also apply to practically: all these head post offices :
total mail has increased in all but two catchment areas between i949 and I969,
though at fairly moderate rates (on average by r.2I per Cent per annum);
similarly, both first and second Class mail have in g6nerai increased in volume,
but the latter has increased at faster rates, leading to a decline in the share of
first class mail in total mail.               ~    ’

Of course, not too much importance should be attached to the absolute
magnitudes of the growth rates in the table, since they "take no account of
differential movements in the population Or income of different offices’
catchment areas. However, a casual inspection suggests that the decline in the
share of first class mail has been slower in the less developed areas of the country.
A final point worth noting from the table is that the’growth rate for the country

: as a whole of each of the three mail categories shown is markedly higher than
the average’ of the corresponding growth rates over all fifty post offices. This is
so because the areas with the largest shares of !mail volume (particularly
Dublin, which accounts for over 4° per cent of the total in each category), had
greater than average growth rates.

In conclusion, this section has noted a number of featur.es of the trends in
mail volume between 1949 and x 969 which merit further stu’dy. These include,
the relatively low growth rates of all Categories, the faster growth of second class
compared with first class mail, and a slower decline in theI share of first class
mail in the less developed areas of the country. In order to investigate these
and other aspects Of mail growth; the next section~ examine the determinants
of the growth in mail volume. The main conclusions reached are summarised
in section 2.7.

2.2 Theoretical Determinants of Postal Demand.
Needless to say, to account for the rate and pattern of growth in mail volume

is considerably more difficult than to describe iti and requires the explicit

application of econometric techniques. The first stage in such an application
is to list the influences which, on an a priori basis, may be~ expected to affect
the demand for postal services. As in any demand study, th~se should include,
at a minimum, some measure of income, the price of the good or service in

3. The growth rate of this ratio is given in preference to the difference between the growth rates
of first and second class mail, became the former conveys additional information. This may be seen
from the formula g=(I --F)(f~s), where gis the growth rate offthe ratio of first class to total mail,
(f--s) is the algebraic difference between the growth rates of first’and second class mail, and F is the
average ratio of first class to total mail over the period. The signs of g and(f--s) will always be identical,
and by using tl~ formula the approximate value of (I--F) F and (I --F) in any office may be cal-
culated from the table.
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TABLE 2.3:A~erag6 annual growth rates of selected mai~ categories in 5° head post o~c6
districts, 1949-69

Average annual growth rates, %, I949-69
Head Post Office Ratio of

Total First class Second class first class
mail mail mail to total mail

1 An Uaimh 2"39 I’85 4"71 --’65
2 Athlone I’91 1,32 3’74 --’65
3 Ballina "44 ¯ 12 1 ’99 --’36
4 Ballinasloe "80 "76 2"27 --’21
5 Bandon 2"27 2"24 2"91 --’I7
6 Bantry "75 "43 3"94 --’47
7 Birr .o --.82 2"9° --’97
8 Bray .46 .o2 2"37 --’59
9 Carlow 2.2I I’42 4"34 --’92

IO Garrick-on-Shannon .o --.i8 1.57 --’29
11 Castlebar "75 1.3° I.O2 "42
I2 Castlerea "39 "31 I’35 --’I7
13 Cavan 1.56 "45 4.89 -- 1.22
14 Ceanannus Mor I. I o I "04 2"64 -- .26
15 Claremorris "87 "71 2"27 --.28
16 Clonmel 1"13 "72 2"49 --’52
17 Cork (including Cobh) 1.53 1.38 2.16 --.3o
18 Donegal --’69 --’87 -36 --’2 I
19 Drogheda i .84 I. I I 3"31 -- .82
2o Dundalk "73 "74 1"49 --’23
21 Ennis* "73 "85 .68 .03
22 Enniscorthy "59 "26 I’99 --’5°

23 Galway I’9I I"85 2"47 --’12
24 Gorey "45 --’22 3"95 --’77
25 Kilkenny 1’85 I’49 3"2I --’49
26 Killarney I’76 1"87 1"7I .o2
27 Kilmallock "33 -Io 1.71 --’33
28 Letterkenny I. I i .8o 3.69 --.48
29 Lifford 1.3I 1.68 I’27 .o8
3° Limerick 2.15 1.89 2"93 -- "33
31 Longford --’38 --’65 i.oo --’33
32 Mallow I"19 1"29 1.26 .Ol
33 Monaghan .62 "44 1.88 --.3°

34 Mullingar .2o .o3 I. 12 --.28
35 Naas 2.92 2"21 5"45 --’83
36 Nenagh 2.oo 2.o4 2.31 --.o6
37 Port Laoise

1.44’
.91 3.84 --.62

38 Roscommon 2"93 2.o6 6’27 --’87
39 Skibbereen .98 "87 2"2I --.26

continued

*Figures for Ennis in x969 were not available. Accordingly the growth rates shown are based on
the change between i949 and x968.

Note: All growth rates were calculated using the usual compound interest formula. This accounts
for the small discrepancies between the figures given here for Dublin and All Country, and the
corresponding figures in Table ~.m
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TABLE 2.3---continued~

Head Post Off~e
Average annual growth rates, %, I949-69

Ratio of
Total First class Second class first class
mail mail mail to total mail

4° Sligo 1.54
41 Tliurles x.42
42 Tipperary .5°

43 Tralee 1.48

44 Tuam "99
45 Tullamore 3"49
46 Waterford 1.45
47 Westport "99
48 Wexford .85
49 Wicklow I,O3
5° Dublin(including Dun

Laoghaire) 2.26

3"68
3"17
1-87

2"29
1 "46
5"63
t "59
1 "87

’74
3"51

3.28

I’41
x "04

"33
I’3I
1 "08

3"14
1.65

’96
I "O2

"35

I "73

T’32

¯ 96

¯ 84

All Country 1.89 2’96

Mean of 5° offices 1.2 x

Standard Deviation .86

2.62

-28
¯ 58

--.29
_.25

"IO
"5o

"O2
-- "20

¯ 09

"75

--.63

5̄6

3̄8

1-35 "32

question, and the price and availability of competing or complementary goods
and services.

Considering income first, it is customary to take personal expenditure on
consumers’ goods arid services as the appropriate independent variable in a
study of consumer demand. This is done because the traditional static theory
of consumer demand deals only with the allocation of a fixed budget between
different commodities and ignores inter-temp0ral considerations. In other
words, it is assumed that the consumer (or, in aggregate, all consumers)
maximises utility by a two-stage process, first dividing current income between
consumption expenditure and saving, and then imposing this chosen level of
total consumption expenditure as a fixed constraint on the maximisation of
utility from current consumption:

In the case of postal services, however, the fact that a large proportion of
mail posted comes from the business sector suggests an alternative approach

to the choice of income variable. Instead of- treating the volume of postal
demand as the outcome of utility maximisation on the part of consumers, it
may be viewed as a consequence of profit maximisation (or cost minimisation)
on the part of firms. This type of reasoning, though rarely explicitly worked
out in a formaI model, is often used to justify treating the demand for goods
as a derived demand, resulting from the me of such goods as inputs in the
production process. The implication of such an approach is that the appropriate
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"income" variable to use in a demand equation should be some proxy for the
level of general business activity, gross national product being the obvious
and most common choice.

In the present study, the choice of variable to represent income was further
complicated by the availability of data. As explained below, it was desired to
estimate cross section as well as time series demand functions; however, the
only income variable for which data covering Irish counties is available is
personal income, as estimated by M. Ross (I972). This is not a very satisfactory
variable, since it includes both savings and direct taxation. However, where no
alternative was available, it was necessary to make use of it.

To sum up, three possible measures of "income" have been suggested. Of
these, personal consumer expenditure is the most appropriate on theoretical
grounds, at least as far as personal demand for postal services is concerned. It
has therefore been used in’ this study wherever possible. However, because
some elements of doubt remain about its appropriateness, the performance of
all three variables is investigated empirically in section 2.3 below.

As far as the magnitude of the income elasticity is concerned, theoretical
considerations tell us nothing, though it seems reasonable to expect it to be
positive, in other words that postal services are not an inferior good. The only
extraneous sources of empirical evidence on this point are the Household
Budget Inquiries of I951-52 and I965-66, the data from which are discussed
in Appendix A. It is shown there that in both inquiries the income elasticity
of expenditure on postage and telephones combined was well in excess of unity
(1.64 in 1951-52 and x "82 in 1965-66). The income elasticity of postage alone,
however, while greater than unity in the earlier year, appears to have fallen
below unity in the latter year. (Unfortunately, the quality of the data does not
permit more accurate estimation of the elasticity.) Since, in any case, these data
relate only to the purchases of urban consumers, we would not expect them to
be identical with the results derived from the study of total postal demand
presented in sections 2.3 to 2.5 below.

The next obvious determinant of the demand for postal services is their price.
It is possible to say rather more on a priori grounds about the likely quantitative
effect of postal charges on mail volume than could be said in the case of income.
Specifically, there are good reasons for expecting that postal charges are
unlikely to have a significant effect on the number of items posted provided
they do not diverge markedly from their historic levels. One reason is the nature
of postal traffic: given present technology there is no equally inexpensive
substitute for mail services as a method of distributing large numbers of items
such as bills, cheques, receipts, etc.* Though no direct evidence is available,

4. See, however, the discussion in section 2.6 below.
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these items alone must constitute a sizeable proportion of total mail traffic
A second factor is that for,m0st business mail, the postage charge is only a small
proportion of the costs of sending a letter.5 A report by the British Post Office
(I97O) attempted tO estimate this proportion.For i97o,-it ~found that average
typing costs were Iop per letterin London and 7½P elsewhere in Britain to
which must be added the costs of drafting, dictating and checking. Even
though the marginal costs associated with these activities may be considerably
lower, they are still likely to be substantial compared with postal-charges of
2p and ~½p. It seems likely, therefore, that moderate increases in real postal
charges would have relatively little~ effect on the total cost of sending a business
letter. Of course the same argument cannot be applied to non-business mail;
on the contrary, there is a widespread belief that recent increases in postal
charges have led to a falling-off in the volume of personal mail posted,s

Nevertheless, it seems likely that the overall impact of changes in postal prices
On the volume of mail posted willnot bevery substantial; on balance, therefore,
we would not expect a variable for postal prices to be very significant in a
regression analysis of the volume of mail posted. Note’, finally, that what is
being discussed here is the long-term effect of postal charges on mail volume.
Nothing in what hasbeen said negates.the possibility that increases in postal
charges, especially large and well-publicised increases, may have a, short-run
effect of causing a falling off in demand in the:period immediately after their
introduction.

Turning next to complementary and competing goods, an obvious competitor
to postal services is the telephone. Thus, when telephones become more widely,
available, or when telephone prices fall relative to. postal prices; we would
expect the demand for postal Services to fall as a result. Both these influences
have therefore been tested, although it is worth remarking that a single
equation framework (the only econometric method used in this paper) is not
a very accurate way of measuring cross-elasticities between different g6ods and
services, while adequate data for jointly estimating the demand functions
for both postal and telephone services were not available.

So far, the discussion of the determinants of postal demand has followed the
conventions of:demand the0ry by focusing on the behaviour of individual
consumers. The present study, however, is concerned with the total demand
for postal Services, from all private and business users. This fact poses a serious
problem of aggregation to which no fully satisfactory solution is possible. One
common type of corrective action which was adopted, was to estimate all
equations in per capita form--this at least ensures that variations in the volume

5. An exception to this would be the case of an advertising campaign carried on by post, for which
mail charges might account for a substantial proportion of total costs.

6. A frequently cited example is the decline in the number of Christmas cards p0stedi however, this
may equally have been caused by increases in the:price ofcards themselves.
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of postal services demanded due to population changes are not attributed to
other influences,v

There is, however, a further aspect of the aggregation problem which arises
in any study of the demand for communications, namely, the likelihood that
such demand will be influenced by the spatial characteristics of the area
considered. The direction of the influence involved is not obvious on a priori
grounds.

On the one hand, it could be argued that greater agglomeration of population
is more conducive to face-to-face communication, and so should reduce the
demand for postal services,s On the other hand, increases in population density
could act as a proxy for some influences (other than income or telephone
availability) such as greater commercialisation or more intensive business
activity, which would tend to increase postal demand, especially from the
business sector. Misleading conclusions could be drawn from a study which
uses data at national or county level, unless some attempt is made to incorporate
these factors explicitly into the analysis. For this reason, therefore, both the
population density and the proportion living in urbanised areas in each post
office catchment area, were included as independent variables in the cross
section demand study, with the expectation that their effects (if any) should

be negative on first class mail and positive on second class.
This completes the list of independent variables to be included in the

regression equations. However, before looking at the results, it must first be
asked whether it is appropriate to use single-equation techniques to estimate
demand functions for postal services, given that traditional economic theory
argues that the price and quantity at which any good is traded are determined
simultaneously by supply and demand. The possibility that single-equation
econometric studies which ignore this fact may be biased by confusing the
effects of shifts in demand with those of shifts in supply has been given the
name "the identification problem".9 In the present study, however, this
problem is not considered serious enough to merit special attention. This is
because the prices charged for postal services do not vary in the short run with
the level of demand. Moreover, the post office is legally obliged to accept all
duly stamped mail, and has never been unable to deal with all that was posted
because of serious lack of facilities.

From the point of view of consumers, therefore, the price of postal services
is a completely exogenous (extraneous) factor, and so the use of single-equation

7. The same cannot be done simply by including total population among the independent variables
in an undeflated equation. For, since population has been falling over most of the period, any population
variable appears with a significantly negative sign, a theoretically nonsensical result.

8. As far as personal expenditure on postal services is concerned, this hypothesis is consistent with
evidence from the Household Budget Inquiries, reviewed in Appendix A.

9. This problem is explained in any econometrics textbook. See, for example, Johnston ,(I972),
Chapter 12.
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econometric techniques to estimate the demand curve is fully justified. This is
in accordance with general practice: as noted by Cramer (1969, page 213),
the services of regulated public utilities are one of the few categories to which
this fairly simple methodology is more or less completely applicable,

2.3 Time Series Demand Functions, x949-x969
Because of the large quantity of data available on mail postings, a number

of alternative approaches were possible to the estimation of demand functions.
As with most demand studies, the first approach adopted was to estimate time
series equations, and the results obtained are described in this section.

However, the data were relatively unsuitable from the point of view of
estimating time series demand functions., In the first place, only fourteen
observations were available, making the sample an :extremely small one, even
by the usual standards of time series econometric work.!0

A second and related difficulty with the data is the fact that they are not
equi-spaced. As a result, the conventional tests and remedies for autocorrelation
cannot automatically be applied,xx Moreover, nothing can be done to investi-
gate the dynamic aspects of postal demand, by applying, for example, the state
adjustment model developed by Houthakker and Taylor; This is especially
unfortunate, since it makes it impossible to test the conjecture made in section
2.2 above that the long run and:short run price elasticities may be different.

Keeping in mind these reservations about the data,!~ the next problem to be
considered is the choice of functional form for the equatiom to be estimated.
With only fourteen observations available, it was obviously inadvisable to use
up degrees of freedom by considering a large variety of functional forms.
Accordingly, attention was confined to the two simplest forms, the linear and
the log-linear, even though both of these are only approximations to (and if
applied to all goods are not in general consistent with) the complete system
of demand equations derivable from the classic theory of consumer behaviour.

Accordingly, the equations presented in Table 2.4 give the results of regressing
total mail per head on a time trend and on each of three income variables, in

io. This problem is partly offset by the fact that these fofarteen observations cover a period of
twenty-one years. They are thus no less variable than a full coverage of the same period would be;
and since, by comparison with a sample of fourteen consecutive years, they are more spread out, they
therefore e.xkibit a wider range of varlation, and may be said to have a greater, information content.

i I. For this reason both tables in this section present two tests for autocorrelation, the Durbin-
Watson d and Geary’s tau. In normal situations this would not he necessary: since d makes use Of more
information than tau, we would expect it to be invariably more powerful. However, in the present ease
the existence of non-equi-spaced observations means that the tabulated significance points of d do not
strictly apply, whereas those of tau do apply, because the latter’s alternative hypothesis is the general
one of non-randomness (On this see Belsley, x973). .... " "

12. A further difficulty with the data is that the counts of mail volume, from which they are derived,
were not taken in the same month’0f each year. This raises- the possibility that the data from different
years may not be comparable because of seasonalvariation2 This problem is investigated in Appendix B,
where it is found that the bias involved is likely to be small.
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TABLE 2.4: Time series regressions: total mail per head regressed on different income variables,

1949-69

Equation Equation
No. (t-values in parentheses) R~’ ~" d

A1 Q = I"569 + o’389T "972 6 1.89
(7o"12) (20’20)

A2 Q = "718 + "oo525X1 "889 2** "5°**
(5"61) (9’78)

A3 Q = .8o2 + .oo563X~ "839 2** "42**
(5"4°) (7"89)

A4 Q = "583 + "°°787X8 "889 4 ’45**
(4"13) (9"83)

A5 log Q = .465 + .oi99T "964 5 1"5o
(34"86) (17"38)

A6 log Q = -3’OOl + "673 log x1 "899 2** "54**
(8.18) (9’99)

A7 log Q, = -2.694 + .633 log X~ "85o 4 "44**
(6"23) (7"76)

A8 log Q = -3.i5i + .741 log x. "897 4 "47**
(8.00) (9.68)

Notes: In all the time series regressions appearing in this and subsequent tables the number of obser-
vations is 14. As explained in the text, only 14 observations on the mail data were available, covering,
at irregular intervals, the period 1949-69. All logarithms are natural logarithms.

Key: RV= Coefficient of multiple determination, adjusted (where necessary) to measure
goodness of fit in "original variable space" (i.e. for equations A5 to A8, this statistic
gives the squared correlation between Q and the anti-logs of the predicted values
of log Q) .....

~- = Geary’s tau statistic, testing for non-randomness of the residuals :
** indicates that the null hypothesis of randomness may be rejected with 95 per
cent confidence;
The (single-tailed) critical values are tabulated in Habibagahi and Pratschke
(I972).

d = Durbin-Watson statistic, testing for first order autocorrelation of the residuals:
** indicates that the hypothesis of no positive autocorrelation can be rejected with

~.:_ . 95 per cent confidence;
* indicates that the test is inconclusive.

(See footnote in text for reservations concerning the applicability of this test to the
present case, where the data are not equi-spaced.)

Variables: Q = Total pieces of mail posted per head of population in a representative week of each
year (includes letters, printed papers, newspapers and postcards, but excludes
parcels and registered letters).

T = Time in years (1949=o).
X1 = GNP (Gross National Product) per head of population at constant (x958) prices.
X2 = Personal income per head, deflated by consumer price index (1958= IOO).
X, = Personal expenditure on consumers’ goods and services per head, at constant (i958)

prices.
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both linear and log-linear form. (For reasons given in the previous section, all
the demand functions in this paper have been estimated in per capita form.)
To permit comparisons between the two equation forms the coefficients of
multiple determination (R2) for the log-linear equations have been recalculated
in "original variable space"; in other words they give the squared correlations
between the actual values of the dependent variable and the anti-logs of the
values predicted by each equation.

The first noticeable feature of the table is the considerably better performance
of the time trend compared with any of the income Variables. Equations AI
and A5is have appreciablyhigher coefficients ofdeterminati0n than any others,
and they are also the equations which show least evidence of autocorrelation,
as measured by both Geary’s tau and the Durbin-Watson d. This is a worrying
result, since no unambiguous economic interpretation can be attached to a
regression on a time trend, no matter how satisfactory the equation by the
conventional tests. Nevertheless, from the point of view of forecasting, it
suggests that the most satisfactory forecasts of future mail volume will be those
derived from a time trend equation. This point is pursued in section 2.6 below.

Secondly, different income variables make relatively little difference to the
goodness of fit. The worst performer (though the differences between R*’s are
far from significant)is X,, personal income per head. This is only to be
expected, since the variable measures neither consumers’ purchasing power nor
the level of business activity, and is only included to permit Comparison with the
Cross section equations in section 2.4 below. On the other hand, X1 (GNP) and

X3 (Personal consumers’ expenditure), give almost identical results, despite the
very different theoretical reasons for including them. Since the theoretical
grounds for including X8 are rather stronger, and since its performance is as
good as or better than that of the other two variables, it is therefore included
in all the remaining regressiom in this section.

Finally, it may be seen from the table that it makes virtually no difference
to the goodness of fit whether a given equationds estimated in linear or log-
linear form: the adjusted RVs for corresponding equations, for example, A2
compared with Afand A3 compared with A7, are virtually identical. Accord-
ingly, nothing is lost by concentrating, in the remainder of this section, on the
loglinear formulation, which from an economic point of view has the con-
venient property that its coefficient estimates are also estimates of elasticities.

Having determined the choice of income variable and functional form,
Table 2.5 gives more regressions for total, first class and second class mail, all
per head of population. Considering first those with total mail as dependent

x3. Notice that the..g~wth rate Of total mail per head imp!led, by .equatio.n A5 (x’99. per cent per
annum) is marginally higher th.an the gro .wthrate ot total.mail gaven m Table o.2. This is caused, of
course, by the downward trend m populataon over the period.



TABLE 2.5: Time series regressions: different mail categories regressed on selected hzdependent variables, i949-69

Equation Dependent Equation Ks -r d Chi-
No. variable (t-values in parentheses) square

BI Total mail log Q, = "465-1-’oi991 T "959** 5 I’5o
per head (34"86) (I7’38)

B2 ,, log Q-= -3"I5I-4-’741 log 2‘ ’877** 4 "47**
(8.00) (9"68)

B3 ,, log Q -- -2.397+.846 log 2‘-’279 log P .888** 4 I"19" 8"27
(3"77) (8.29) (i.47)

B4 ,, log Q = -4.683+.916 log 2‘-.312 log P+’454 log PT "929** 9 2"2o 6"68**
(4"78) (Io’77)    (2’o6) (2"72)

B5 ,, log Q = -2.o54+.oi3 log 2‘+’255 log Tel "948** 5 1.68 .9°**
(5.62) (.02) (2"53)

B6 First class log Q = .o87+.oi451 T ’948** 5 1.26"
mail per head (7"97) (I5"4o)

B7 ,, log Q = -2"549-t-’54° log 2‘ "868** 4 "66**
(8’54) (9"3I)

B8 ,, log Q = -i.66o+.64o log 2‘-.305 log P "9I6.* 4 I’38" i 1.3o
(4"I5) (io.89)    (2.78)

B9 ,, log Q = -2"907+’662 log 2"-.282 log P-t-’226 log Pr "93I** 7 I’59" 8"78*
(3.83) (i2.i8)    (2.83) (i.87)

Bio Second class log Q = -.691+.o3oi4 T "889** 7 I’7o
mail per head (20"23) (io.26)

BII ,, log Q= -6.i4i-ki.1i7 log 2" .8o6"* 4 ’84"*
(7"93) (7’42)

BI2 ,, log Q = --5.837+i.i98 log 2"--.i52 log P "796** 4 i.oi* io.Ii
(6"24) (5"93) (.62)

BI3 ,, log Q, = -II’228q-I’5Io tog :l"-.465 log P-[-I’I5I log PT "880** IO 2’75 5"57
(5"75)    (8.o8) (2’I6) (2’97)

Key: ff~2 = Coefficient of multiple determination, adjusted for degrees of freedom:
*indicates that the associated F-statistic is significant at the 95 per cent level;

**indicates that it is significant at the 99 per cent level.
~- = Geary’s tau statistic, as in Table 2.4.
d = Durbin-Watson statistic, as in Table 2.4.

Chi-Square= Bartlett-Haitovsky**    . Clhi-Square statistic, testing for absence of multicolhnearlty:"      "
indmates that the hypothesis of perfect multicollinearity cannot be rejected with 95 per cent confidence;

*indicates that it can be rejected with 95 per cent but not with 99 per cent confidence. See Haitovsky (i969) for an explana-
tion of this test.

Y
P

el

= Number of pieces posted in relevant mail category per head of population in a representative week of each year:
Total mail: As in Table 2.4.
First class mail: letters -b postcards.
Second class mail: printed papers -b newspapers.

= Personal expenditure on consumers’ goods and services per head, at constant (I958) prices.
Price index of relevant mail category, deflated by consumer price index.

= Price index of telephone charges, deflated by consumer price index.
= Number of telephones in country per head.
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variable, equations A5 and A7 have been repeated as BI and B2, to facilitate
comparison with B3, B¢, and B5. It is apparent that BI, the simple regression

on a time trend, is still the best equation in statistical terms. However, on
economic grounds, equations B3 and B4 are of more interest: both show
significantly negative own-price elasticities, while equation B4 has a significantly
positive cross-price elasticity with respect to telephone charges. This latter
equation is extremely satisfactory in both economic and statistical terms, and
despite the presence of multicollinearity, indicated by the value of the Ghi-
Square statistic, its coefficients may be considered the best parameter estimates
available. Expressed in terms of 95 per cent confidence intervals, these
coefficients imply that tile true value of the income elasticity lies between
0.73 and I.I I, of the own-price elasticity between --0.65 and 0.03, and of the
cross-price elasticity with respect of telephone charges between 0.08 and 0.83.
Although these ranges are, undoubtedly, rather wide, they are the best that
can be obtained with the available data.

The last equation in this group, B5, gives the regression of total mail on
expenditure and telephones; the coefficient of the latter variable is significant
but with a theoretically unlikely positive sign, and the two independent
variables appear to be highly multicollinear, leading to an insignificant
coefficient for Y. This is all the more noteworthy since ~Y performs very well
in the other three equations where i~ is included: the estimated elasticity is
significantly different from zero at the o.I per cent level, and except in equation
B4, it is significantly different from unity at at least the 25 per cent level. It
must therefore be concluded that this attempt to measure the effect of telephone
availability on postal demand has not been successful.

Turning to the equations for first and second class mail, it is apparent that
the different trends in these two magnitudes, already noted in Section 2.I,
are matched by different responses to economic influences. Thus, the income
elasticity for first class mail is significantly less than unity, while that for second
class is greater than unity (though not significantly in equations B I I and B 12).1’
As for own-price elasticities, that for first class mail is consistently significant
with a value around --0.3, but that for second class mail is ambiguous, being
insignificant in equation BI2 but significant in equation BI3. It seems safest
to conclude that the influence of its own price on the demand for second class
mail must remain an open question. Equation BI3 also gives an estimated
elasticity for second class mail with respect to the level of telephone call charges
of 1.15, which, though rather high, is not implausible since it is reasonable to

14. Since it has been argued that second class mail is composed mainly of business mail, some
experimentation with GNP as income variable was carried out, along the lines of the equations for
total mail in Table 2.4. However, the results were not sufficiently different from those using consumers ’
expenditure as independent variable to merit reproduction.
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expect business mail to be more responsive to the price of alternatives than
private (i.e. first class) mail.

Finally, all the equations shown were separately re-estimated for both
Dublin and the rest of the country. The dominant position of Dublin, account-
ing for over 4° per cent of the national total in all categories, and its faster rate
of growth, have already been mentioned in section 2. i. As a result of the latter,
the share of Dublin in national mail has been increasing for both major classes
of mail over the sample period, but from a l0wer,level and ata faster rate for
first class than second clasS. This can beseen from the following time trend
equations, where the dependent variable in each case is (the natural logarithm
of) theshare of Dublin in the national total of the relevant l mail category:

Total mail:

First class mail:

Second class mail:

log $1 -- 3"92i+’oo64T
(62I.I) (6"35)

log S~ ---- 3"796+’oo7oT

(521.4) (6"Ol)

log Ss = 4"I2I +’oo3oT
(515"5) (2.38)

I~*:--’75~, d-- i "79

Rs=.73o, d :o.92

Both the intercepts (which give the logarithm of the predicted share for T:o,
i.e. I958), and the slope coefficients, differ significantly between the last two
equations, at the 95 per cent level at least.15 It would be of interest to see whether
these differences in trends could be explained by differential movements in the
factors affecting mail volume in both categories :between the two areas.
Unfortun~ttely it.was not possible to investigate this, since Separate figures for
the principal independent variable, personal consumers’ expenditure, are not
available. Accordingly, although some equations were" estimated for Dublin
and the rest of the country, national personal consumers’~expenditure had to
be used as independent variable; and since, apart from the estimated coefficients
of this variable the results were not noticeably different from those in’Tables
2.4 and 2.5, it was not considered worthwhile .reproducing them.

2.4 Cross Section Demand Functions, r965    ’ ......
As already mentioned, .a time series analysis is only one of many possible

approaches to the estimation o£ demand functions, given the large data matrix

t 5. Taken at face value the slope coefficients imply that the share of Dublin ir/,first Class mail will
overtake that in second class around the year 2o4o, assuming that past trends continue to repeat
themselves.
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available for the present study. Furthermore, with only fourteen observations
available, the disadvantages of such an approach are magnified, and, in
particular, it is not a very sensitive method for discriminating between
competing hypotheses. If only as a check on the time series results, it was
therefore thought desirable to test the hypotheses put forward in section 2.2 in
a cross section framework.

The first problem encountered with this approach was the need to confine
attention to those years for which roughly contemporaneous data on potential
explanatory variables were available. Effectively, this meant that only the
years for which M. Ross has estimated personal incomes by county could be
considered, i.e., the returns of mail posted in the weeks ending the 15 October
i96o, the i6 October I965 and the I8 October I969 were chosen. Furthermore,
rather than examine all three years in equal detail, it was decided to begin by
concentrating attention on the observations for 1965. The present section
therefore discusses the equations which were estimated for that year. Those
specifications which gave successful results for I965 were then applied to the
remaining two years, as well as to all three years combined, and the results
are given in section 2.5.

The next problem was the need to group the observations so as to ensure
compatibility of coverage between the dependent and independent variables.
As already mentioned, the data on mail postings which were made available
to the author covered fifty-two head post office districts throughout the State.
As a first step it was decided to reduce this to fifty by combining Dun Laoghaire
with Dublin and Cobh with Cork: since the delineation of boundaries between
the catchment areas of each of these pairs of offices is almost certainly fairly
arbitrary, and since Dun Laoghaire and Cobb may be thought of as belonging
to the greater urban areas of the two cities, little worthwhile information is
likely to have been lost in this way. Unfortunately, however, because the
principal independent variable--personal income--was available only on a
county basis, it was necessary to go further and aggregate the mail data into
twenty-six groups, which correspond approximately with county boundaries.16

Another problem which was encountered in some preliminary regressions ¯
was the fact that the observation on County Dublin lay considerably outside
the range of the observations on the remaining twenty-five counties, with the
result that the inclusion of Dublin in an equation led to significant changes in
the estimated coefficients. Two alternative methods of overcoming this difficulty
were available: either the observation on Dublin could be dropped altogether,
or the regressions could be estimated for all twenty-six counties, but with some
correction for heteroscedasticity. On further investigation, however, both these

I6. For details on the problems relating to the income variable, see Appendix B, section B.2.

C
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approaches were found to yield statistically indistinguishable resultsY Accord-
ingly, the greater simplicity of the first method, omission of the DUblin
observation, led to its adoption in all the equations presented in this and the
following section.

The only remaining matter to be decided was the functional form of the
equations: In the light of the experience with time series models, described in
section 2.3 above, it was decided to estimate all equations in log-linear form,
with variables expressed in per capita terms. Some experimentation with
alternative specifiCations suggested that the findings were not sensitive to the
form adopted.

Table 2.6 gives the principal equations which were estimated with total mail
per head as dependent variable. The only unusual feature of the table is the
final column of t-statistics, which test the significance of the difference between
the actual value of total mail per head in Dublin and the value predicted by
the equation in question. It is apparent:that,: except for the two equations
which, contain population density as ,an independent variable; the predicted
value diverges significantly from the actual,is This further confirms the
advisability of estimating all equations with Dublin omitted.

Turning to the actual equations in Table 2.6, equation CI gives the simple
regression of totalmail per head on personal income per head. The’degree of
explanation is satisfactorily high for a cross section equation and the estimated
income elasticity is insignificantly different:from the corresponding time series
estimate, (i.e., 0"633 Trom equation A7 in Table 2.4). Some attempts were
made to construct proxy variables for the level of business activity in "postage-
intensive" sectors, using the data on county employment in Baker and Ross
(I974), but in all cases the level of explanatory power attained by them was
considerably inferior to that of persOnal income.

Of the remaining equations in the table, numbers C2 to C4 attempt to
test the hypothesis put forward in section ~.2 that an individual consumer’s
or firm’s demand for postal services will be influenced by theospatial character-
istics of the area in question. Using aggregate data this hypothesis can only
be tested rather crudely by including variables such as population density and
the proportion of population in urban areas in the cross section demand
equations. It is apparent~ that the former~ variable gives more satisfactory
results, though it causes a reduction in the estimated coefficient of personal

x 7. This finding is documented in an unpublished manuscript available on request from the author.
x8. The exceptional behaviour of equations C2 and C~ may be explained by the fact that the

population density variable is characterised by an enormous gap between the value for Dublin (t,54x’4
persons per square mile), and the Values for all other counties (the next highest is Cork with x59"8 per
square mile, and the lowest is Mayo witha value of 54"9). The consequence of this maybe expressed
by saying that, from the point of view of calculating the/-statistics in the last column of Table 2.6
the population density variable is barely distinguishable from a dummy variable which takes a value
of one for Dublin and zero for all other observations.



TABLe. 2.6 : Cross section regressions for total mail per head, 1965

Equation
No.

Regression coeffcients (t-values in parentheses)

Intercept T D U T STD
~2 Chi-square t

CI

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

--3.692 -780 "331.* 4"97**
(3"3°) (3"59)

--2-687 "422 "I9I "354** 1 i.i3 i.o2
(2"02) (I"24) (1"34)

--2"I88 "374 "I6I "347** 8"°5 5"I6.*

(I"33) (’95) (I"24)
--I"737 "I83 "I54 "I23 "348** 2"54** I"25

(i-o2) (’42) (i.o3) (’9I)
--3.414 .7o2 -oi6 "3o5** I7"43 4"33**

(2-52) (2"33) (-38)
--3"374 "715 "o37 "3o9** 31"99 4.92**

(2.62) (2-82) (’52)

o

0

O

:=

Note:

Key:

~mb~:

Observations on all variables are based on data for catchment areas of 5° head post offices, grouped into 25 geographical units, approxi-
mately co-terminons with county boundaries.
County Dublin is omitted from all equations.

See notes to Table 2.5.
t = t-statistic, testing the hypothesis that total mail per head in Dublin comes from the same population as the observations on the 25
counties used to estimate the equation in question; ** indicates that the hypothesis can be rejected with 99 per cent confidence; * indicates
that it can be rejected with 95 per cent confidence.

Dependent: Q = Log {Total mail per head}.
Independent: T = Log { Personal income per head}.

D = Log { Population denslty}.
U = Log { Proportion of population living in urban areas }.
T = Log { Number of telephones }.
STD= Dummy variable for availability of STD (Subscriber Trunk Dialling) :

o---if no major centres in "county" had STD in October I965;
i---ffall major centres in "county" had STD in October 1965;
value between o and i--ffsome but not all major centres in "county" had STD in October I965. rdl
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income (equation C2). Moreover, the close relationship between the two
spatial variables leads to extreme multicollinearity when both are included in
the same equation (C4): the equation as a whole is highly significant by the
F-test, but none of the individual coefficients are significant even at the 75 per
cent level.

The only other determinant of mail volume which was considered was that
of telephone availability. Two alternative measures of this influence- were
tested: the number of telephones per head in each county, and a dummy
Variable representing the degree of availability of STD (Subscriber Trunk
Dialling) in each county in October 1965. This variable is obviously a measure
of the quality rather than the prevalence of telephone availability; and its
likely influence on postal demand might be thought small in the light of the
small proportion of Calls accounted for by trunk calls. Nevertheless, post office
experience in the past has been that the introduction of STD has led to a
marked and. immediate increase in the use of existing telephone equipment;
and it is of interest to test whether this has had any repercussions on mail
volume.

However, neither measure of telephone availability proved significant, as
may be seen from equations C5 and C6. Moreover the signs of their estimated
coefficients were positive, contrary to theoretical expectations. :Accordingly, it
must be concluded that this attempt to quantify the inter-connectionin demand
between postal and telephone services has failed to show that such a link
exists, at least between counties in 1965.

The equations so far discussed have referred exclusively to total mail per
head. However, it is of some interest to consider the behaviour of the different
components of this total. As with the time series data considered in section 2.3,
the principal categories are letters and printed papers; taking an average of all
52 post offices, they account for 58.5 percent and 36.8 per cent of the total
respectively, while newspapers and postcards only account for 2.1 per cent
and 2.7 per cent. Accordingly, attention is concentrated, as before, on the
composite categories of first and second class mail.

The correlation between these two classes in different counties in 1965 was
extremely high (r--o.883); nevertheless their behaviour exhibits significantly
different patterns, as may be seen from Table 2.7. In the caseoffirst class mail,
its level wastotally unrelated to any of tile independent Variables tested, with
the result that the adjusted correlation coefficients in equations DI to D4
attain their minimum value. Second class mail, on the other hand, is signifi-
cantly related to both income and population density, and the degree of
explanation attained is quite high. The positive coefficient of the population
density variable (which performs better than the variable for the proportion
of population living in urban areas) confirms the expectation put forward in



TABLE 2.7: Cross section regressions for different mail categories, 1965

Dependent variable
Regression coeffcients (t-values in parentheses)

Equation K2

No. Intercept f D U TO UR
Chi- t t~

square

Log {First class mail per
head}

Log {Second class mail per
head}

Log {Postcards per head}

Dx --.956 .I82 o.o 4.69**
(-83) (.8i)

D2 --’744 "1o7 "o4o o.o x 1.13 1.79
(’52) (.29) (.26)

D3 -I44 --’II5 ’II8 O’O 8"05     4 **
(.08) (-28) (.86)

D4 -158 --.12I -oo5 .I16 o.o 2"54** ~’93
(’09) (.26) (.03) (-80) oD5 --12-599 2.262 "597** 2"3I*

(6"53) (6.04)
D6 --lO.O63 x.36o "482 "646** 11"I3     "76~

(4"60) (2.42) (2-06)
D7 --9.73° 1.488 .3o7 .612"* 8.o5 2"54*

(3"47) (2.22) (I .38)
D8 --8.496 -965 .42 ~ .2o2 "644** 2"54** "43

(3-05) (I-36) (I .72) (.91)
D9 --8"754 1"129 .oo8 --I.28

(1.65) (1.o9) v
Dxo --4-o34 .658     .761** --4.o7**

(29"78) (8-80)

Variables:

Nole :

See notes to Table ~.6.
As in Table 2.6, with in addition:
TOUR = Proportion of cotmty work force employed in tourism, i966.
In equations where the computed value of the adjusted correlation coefficient was negative~ its value has been set equal to zero.
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section 2.2, that this variable may be acting as a proxy for factorssuch as
concentration of business activity, which we would expect to exert a positive
influence on the volume of second class mail posted.

These results obviously put the findings of Table 2.6 in a new light. Since
total mail is simply the sum of first and second class mail, it is evident that the
only reason for the fairly satisfactory fit of the equations inTable 2.6 was the
presence of the second class category, whereas these equations conceal the total
failure to provide any explanation for the variation in first class mail. A possible
explanation for the difference between the two categories in explanatory power
attained is the fact that second class mail has a wider range of variation than
first class : their coefficients of variation in i965 were o.698 and o.259 respec-
tively. To some extent, this makes the failure to provide an adequate explana-
tion of variations in first class mail less serious from a policy point Of view.
Nevertheless, it is a disconcerting feature of this part of the study that no
satisfactory cross section equations were obtained for first class mail.19

In a final attempt to improve on this situation, separate consideration was
given to postcards, the lesser of the two components of first class mail. Both
common sense and a cursory inspection of the datasuggested that variations
in the number of pOstcards posted in different counties might be related to the
level of tourists’ expenditure in each county. Unfortunately, no county break-
down of tourists’ expenditure is available, so in order to test this hypothesis,
recourse was had to.a variable measuring the proportion of the county work
force engaged in tourism in 1966.30 As a proxy for the level of tourists’
expenditure, this variable has the disadvantage that it implicitly assumes a
constant labour-intensity of tourism in all counties. On the other hand, it
gives equal weight to domestic and to foreign tourists, which is appropriate,
since there is no reason to think that there is any significant difference between
the propensities of these two groups to send postcards (the same, of course,
would not be true of their expenditure on postal services). In any case,: this
variable performed extremely well, as may be seen from equation Dio: the
estimated coefficient is highly significant, and implies that an increase of one
percentage point in the proportion of the county work force engaged in tourism
is associated with an increase of o’658 per cent in the number of postcards
posted per head. Equation D9 is presented to illustrate the improvement in
explanatory power attained by the tourism variable over the simple regression
on personal income. It may be concluded, therefore, that satisfactory explana-
tions have been given for intercounty variations in the volume of second class

19. This finding does not necessarily conflict with the highly significant income elasticities for first
class mail estimated from time series data in section 2.3 above; the confidence intervals for the two
sets of estimates overlap to a considerable extent, mainly because of the very low significance of the
cross section estimates. Nevertheless, no satisfactory explanation cart be given for the large difference
between the two sets of point estimates.

2o. The relevant data were taken from Baker and Ross (I974), Appendix 2.
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mail and of postcards posted; however, the number of letters posted per head
does not appear to be systematically related to any of the independent variables
tested.

2.5 Cross Section Demand Functions, z96o, z965 and x969
Having established which specifications best explained the intercounty

variations in mail volume in a single year, 1965, it was decided to estimate the
same models for the two other years on which contemporaneous data on mail
volume and personal income were available, 196o and 1969. This restriction
of the models considered to those which had proved successful with the 1965
data greatly reduced the number of equations which had to be estimated.
However, since it was desired to test whether the same equations were equally
satisfactory in all three years, the number of equations which had to be esti-
mated was still relatively large. Accordingly, the full results are not presented
(they are available on request from the author); instead, Table 2.8 gives a
selection of the equations estimated. Separate equations are presented for each
of the three years, as well as some equations estimated from the "pooled"
sample, (i.e. using the data on all three years).~1

Table 2.8 shows that the equations estimated for all three years, both
individually and combined, are reasonably similar to those estimated for 1965
alone. Equations E I to E5 show that total mail per head is significantly related
to county income per head, and to population density. However, the remaining
equations show that, as in section 2.4, the apparently satisfactory performance
of the equations for total mail conceals the fact that first and second class mail
behave in very different ways. First class mail is not related to any of the
variables tested, with the exception of income per head in the pooled equation,
E9 (and even here the adjusted R* is only .o76). Second class mail, on the
other hand, is significantly related to both independent variables in all the
equations presented, and the degree of explanation attained (as measured by
the adjusted R2) is reasonably high for a cross section study.

Having looked at the results of the estimated equations, the next question
which logically arises is, are there significant differences between the deter-
minants of postal demand in the three different years? This question is of
interest for two reasons. In the first place, we would like to know whether the
values of various parameters have changed between the three years. For
example, equations E1 to E3 suggest that the income elasticity of demand for
total mail has fallen between 196o and 1969; we wish to know whether this
cfiange is statistically significant. Secondly, from the point of view of choosing

2 I. As in section ~.4, all the equations were estimated in log per capita form, excluding Dublin.



TABLE 2.8: Selected cross section demoJut functions : x96o, x965, x969, and all three years pooled

l~gression co¢f~nts
Dt~ ~ri~le Sar~le Equation no. (t-vales in ~ ) ~ F Chi square

Log { Total mail per head }

O

Log {First class mail per head}

Log { Second class mail per head }

196o

x965

x969

pooled

pooled

x96o~

I965

pooled

pooled

~96o

xgc~

pooled

pooled

E1

E2

E3

E4

E5

E6

E7

E8

Fo

Eto

EII

Ex2

Ex3

Ex4

Ex5

= -~’3~5 +-923T
t2.es) (3.00

O_ =-3.692 +-78o~"
(3.30) (3-59)

0~ =--2"399 + "523T
(r78) (2"07)

Q =--2"432 ÷ "534~f
(5"xo) (5"77)

Q = -2"64z + "37S~" + "234Z)
(5-96) (3"95) (3"75)

= --2"379 + .47oY
(x.f~) (x.c~)

Q.----- --’956 + q82T
(’83) (-80

= .467 - .o78r
(’34) (.30)

0~’=--I’237 "at- 2402"
(2-67) (2;67)

O_ = --x’277 + 2tot 21- "o45D
(2"72) (2.o8) (.68)

Q, = --I2"6o9 + 2"29x~"
(4"65) (4"2x)

0~ = --x2"599 + 2.2621"
(6"53) (6"04)

O~ = --xx.82x + 2.o5oT
(4"43) (4.o9)

Q = --7"799 + P3x7~"
(8q5)    (7"xo)

Q, = --.8,433 + "839T + -7o8D
(xo’96) (5"o8) (6.52)

"252

¯ 33I

"120

¯ 304

"409

"O68

O’O

0"O

"076

¯ o65

"4x x

"597

"396

,4oo

.6x8

9.0~**

x2.~**

4"27*

33"26**

26"63**

2"75

.65

"o9

7q2**

3"77*

x 7"76’*

36.50**

x6.7x**

5o.39**

6o.8i** xx7"9x

Key and List of Variables: see notes to Tables 2.5 and 2.6.
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the "best" equation to explain or predict intercounty variations in mail
demand, it is important to know whether the pooled equations are adequate,
or whether it is necessary to estimate a new equation for each year.

In order to answer these questions, we have used an analysis of covariance
approach to test for significant differences in the intercepts, the slopes, and
both the intercepts and slopes combined of the various equations between the
three years.~ The relevant data and the results of these tests are presented in
Table 2.9. Section A of this table gives the sums of squares for six different
equations: each of three dependent variables, total, first class and second class
mail, regressed on two sets of independent variables, the first consisting of
personal income only, and the second of both personal income and population
density. The bottom line of this section of the table gives the total sums of
squares for each dependent variable, and by reading upwards it may be seen
how the residual sums of squares are reduced as the restrictions on the co-
efficients are successively relaxed, (i.e. as first the intercepts, and then the
slopes are permitted to vary between different years).23 In order to establish
whether the reductions in the sums of squares are significant, the appropriate
F-values were calculated, and these are given in the analysis of covariance
section of the lower half of Table 2.9. For comparative purposes, the standard
F-values, testing the significance of each equation’s coefficients in an analysis
of variance framework, are also given in the table.

For five of the six equations, the results of the analysis of covariance show
that nothing is lost (in a statistical sense) by pooling the data for all three years.
In the case of the regression of total mail on personal income only, for example,
the F-value testing the hypothesis of overall homogeneity is I. I I. This means
that the income elasticity has not changed significantly over the period,
although, as noted already it has fallen from 0.923 in 196o to 0.523 in 1969.
This example illustrates the important point that the actual parameter estimates
may show a wide range of variation, even though there is no statistical evidence
of structural change between the three samples.

As for the first class mail demand functions, the hypothesis of no structural
change between the three years is also accepted; however, this result is not very
interesting in the light of the extremely poor explanatory power of the equations
involved. The case of second class mail is more interesting: here constancy of
slopes is indicated, but in the equation containing personal income as sole
independent variable the hypothesis of constant intercepts is rejected (F = 9"9 I,

22. This method is explained in Johnston (I972), section 6.3, and, more succinctly, in Fisher (I97o).
Essentially it amounts to a generalisation of the Chow test for structural stability, and it is also equivalent
to the Gujarati dummy variable technique.

23. It may also be noted that the total sum of squares to be explained is considerably greater for
second class than for first class mail. This parallels a similar remark made in section 2.4 with reference
to the coefficients of variation of these variables.



TA~I,E 2.9 : Analysis of variance and covariance for pooled cross section demand functions

A. Analysis of covariance table

Independent variables Income only Income and population density ¯

Source Of
variation

Description of sums of squares Sums of squares DF Sums of squares DF

Total First Second Total First Second
mail class class mail class class

Z

X and D

x

Residual 1"257 1.2io 4.193 69 1.o22 1-144 : 3-o19 66
Incremental (differential slopes) .021 "039 "009 2 .087 ¯ : .o79~ .I 7° 4
Residual 1-279 1.249 4.2o2 71 i.io8 1.222 3.189 7°
Incremental (differential intercepts) -060 ,Ol4 1.173 2 .o12 .032 .189 2
Residual ~ 1-338 1.262 5"375 73 1.12o 1.254 3.378 72
Total 1"948 1.385 9.o84 74 1-948 1.385 9.o84 74

B, F-values

Independent variables Income only Income and populationdensity

Dependent variable Total mail First class Second class Total mail First class Second class

1. Analysis of variance (within one sample)
Test of significance of all slope coefficients:

(a) !96o
(b) 1965

1969

-2, AnalyBs ofcovariance (between different samples)
Test of constant intercepts, assuming constant slopes
Test of constant slopes
-Test of overall homogeneity

9.08** 2:75
12.89"* .65
4"27* "09:

33"26* 7.i2"*

I’65
¯ 58

I’II

** indicates that the F-value is significant at the 99 per cent level.
* indicates that it is significant at the 95 per cent level.

17.76"* .!1.!3,* 3.05 21"78"*
36"5°** II’I3"* "35 22"93**
16"71"* 3"40* :I5 12-66"*
5o’39** 26"63** 3"77* 6o.81"*

"39 9"91.* "39 "91
I-II ,o7 1"4o 1"!3
’75 4"86** 1"o7 :1.o6

2-07
"93

1"3I
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significant at 99"9 per cent level).~* This means that, while the assumption of
a constant income elasticity of demand may be accepted, some allowance
should be made for shifts in the function over time. However, these shifts may
be explained by changes in population density, for, when the latter variable is
included in the equation, the hypothesis of overall homogeneity is accepted.
This leads to the encouraging conclusion that the second class mail demand
functions for all three years which include both income and population density
as independent variables may be pooled without any loss in explanatory or
predictive power.

To summarise, this analysis of the three years combined has reinforced the
conclusions derived in section 2.4 from the 1965 data alone. In particular, it
has confirmed the finding that first and second class mail behave in very
different ways. Intercounty variations in the level of first class mail per head do

not appear to be systematically related to either personal income or population
density, a finding which is of considerable interest in itself. Second class mail,
on the other hand, is closely related to both variables, the value of the income
elasticity being about 0.8 when population density is held constant, while a
i per cent increase in population density, holding county income constant, is
associated with a 0.7 per cent increase in second class mail volume. Finally,
these cross section results are, in turn, reasonably consistent with the time
series findings in section 2.3, although the cross section estimates of the income
elasticities for both classes of mail are in general lower than the corresponding
time series estimates.

2.6 The Use of Estimated Equations for Forecasting
In so far as the equations presented in the three preceding sections throw

some light on the trends in and determinants of postal traffic in the past, they
may be said to have justified the effort expended on estimating them. However,
apart from helping to understand the past, a major aim and a major potential
use of applied econometrics is the forecasting of future trends. It is of interest
therefore, to see to what extent the results given above can be applied to
forecasting. For simplicity, we will deal only with forecasting using time series
models, although there is no reason in principle why the cross section equations
which have been estimated could not be applied to forecasting mail volume
on a county basis.

24. The failure to allow for different intercepts explains why the coefficient of Y, in equation Ex4,
the second class mail demand function estimated from the pooled sample, is very different from any
of the coefficients in equations Ez, to E,3. When dummy variables d1 and d2 are added to equation E,4
to permit different intercepts in ,965 and i969, a value for the income elasticity more in line with the
results of equations E, I to El3 is obtained, vm.:

Q = --,2.,84-{-o.oo6Y--.,26dx-.463d, ~2=.5i8(8’99) (8",3) (,’56) (4",2)
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The actual method of forecasting used requires little explanation. Given
any model

y = X#+u (i)

where ~, the ordinary least squares estimate of p, has been obtained in the
usual manner, all that is required is some estimate of the values of the exogenous
variables in the forecast period, and the forecast value ofy follows immediately:

- (2)

Thus, if we wished to use equation B2in Table 2.5 to forecast total mail in
I986, assuming that personal consumers’ expenditure per head in that year
will be £486.3 (see Table 2. I o and accompanying text below for a justification
of this assumption) we simply substitute this value into the equation:

log Q. --: -3.15i +.74i log/"

to give a forecast value for log Q.., of 1.433, and thus a forecast value for Q,
total mail per head, of4-198 pieces. Using a projected value for total population
in that year (also taken from Table 2.1o), oL3.563 million, this inturn implies
a forecast for total mail of 14.93i million pieces per week.

One question which immediately arises is, which of the models estimated
should be used to derive forecasts. Obviously, the more satisfactory the original
equation, the more confidence we will have in forecasts derived from it.
However, this is an ambiguous criterion, for there are a number of different
ways in which an equation may be deemed satisfactory. An example of this
problem which arises in the present context may be seen by referring back to
Table 2;5. Here, the most satisfactory equation for total mail, as judged by
goodness of fit and absence of autocorrelation, is equation B~, the simple
regression on a time trend. But this equation has relatively little economic
content as such, whereas equation B3, though somewhat inferior in statistical
terms, is firmly based in economic theory, and yields highly plausible estimates
of the relevant income and price elasticities.

No universally acceptable answer can be given to the question of how the
forecaster should proceed in a situation such as this: whether to generate
forecasts using the economically meaningful equation, B3, or using the statis-
tically superior equation, BI. In the author’s opinion, however, equation B3
is a considerably more useful tool for forecasting than a "naive" equation such
as BI. The major reason for this is that equation BI only provides, for each
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future period, a single unconditional forecast of future mail volume. Equation B3,
on the other hand, permits us to calculate an infinite number of conditional
forecasts, each one assuming a given level of consumers’ expenditt~re and postal
prices for the forecast period. It is thus possible to investigate the consequences
for the volume of mail of different assumptions about future trends in the
independent variables, something which cannot be done with equation BI.
This advantage is particularly important in the present case where the values
of one of the independent variables are subject to the direct control of the
postal authorities.~5

In any case, both types of forecast, conditional and unconditional, have
been calculated, and are presented in Table 2.I I. Depending on the reader’s
tastes, forecasts based on time trend equations such as BI may be looked on
as "best guesses" of future levels of mail volume, whereas those based on
equations such as B3 attempt to predict the effects of different values of the
independent variables on the volume of mail.

A second issue which must be faced is, how much confidence can we have
in any particular forecast? In order to answer this question it is important to
emphasise that there is no such thing as a "perfect" forecast. For instance, in
the example already given, it need hardly be said that the actual number of
pieces posted in 1986 is extremely unlikely to take on the precise predicted
value of i4.93i million pieces per week. On the contrary, there are a great
many reasons why the true value may differ from the forecast, and they may
conveniently be broken into three categories.

The first and most serious source of forecast error concerns the adequacy of
equation (i) to represent the process whereby the values of the dependent
variable are generated. Obviously any mis-specification of the basic model will
seriously impair the quality of forecasts. Possible mis-specifications include
errors in the choice of functional form, or in the treatment of simultaneity or
autocorrelat’ion. Problems such as these have been discussed throughout
sections 2.2 to 2.5.

Another major kind of mis-specification is the omission from the final model
of variables which influence the dependent variable. These include variables
whose influence has been tested but has been found to be insignificant (at least
during the sample period, and with reference to the particular tests employed).
An obvious example in the present study is telephone availability. They also
include variables which may be very important influences on the dependent
variable, but which were not explicitly tested, because they are difficult or
even impossible to measure in quantitative terms. Relevant examples in the
present context include the standards of service, e.g. the frequency and speed

25. It may also be mentioned that the fact that equation BI yields a better within sample fit than
B3, is no guarantee, even on statistical grounds, that its forecasting performance will be superior.
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of delivery; the state of mail technology;26 andthe preferences of consumers.
In forecasting the volume of mail, it must therefore be assumed that the
demand for postal services will not be seriously affected by major changes in
any of these factors.

The second source of forecast error arises from:the fact that, even if we
assume that the model as in (i) is perfectly specified, it is necessary to base
forecasts of the dependent variable on values for the independent variables
outside the sample period (x~) which will Usually be themselves forecasts.
Except in the case of nonstochastic independent variables, such as a time trend,
this introduces a further element of uncertainty into our forecasts.

Finally, even with a perfectly specified model and complete certainty about
the values of the independent variables in the forecast period, there will still
be a discrepancy between the forecast value of y, given by (2), and the actual
value ofy in the forecast period: .... ~ ¯

YF -- xlFJ~"~UP

This third source of forecast error arises from the sampling error ,in estimating
p, and the inability to predict uB, the actual value of the disturbance term in
the forecast period.

Having listed the factors which cause discrepancies between actual and
predicted ,values, it is obviously desirable to obtain some measure of the
uncertainty to which they lead in any particular forecast. As far as the first
source of forecast error is concerned, nothing short of re-estimation of the entire
equation can overcome the problems of specification error. The situation is
more hopeful with regard to the other two problems however. In the case of
the second source of forecast error---lack of knowledge about future values of
¯ the independent variables the simplest procedure is to make a number of
alternative assumptions about these values. As already explained, different sets
of conditional forecasts of the dependent variable can then be calculated, each
one based on different assumptions about xv.27 Finally, in connection with the
third source of forecast error, a standard error of forecast can be calculated to

a6. An example of a change under this heading would be the greater dissemination of methods of
transmitting written copies of documents by telephone (such futuristic devices are available in the
United States, although the cost is as yet prohibitive). Another example would be the advent ot
chequele~ banking, which would avoid the need to transmit cheques by post, as at present. Both of
these technological developments, which could conceivably decelerate the growth of mail traffic, have
been dlscu~ed in a study by Arthur D. Little Inc. of the US Post Office (*968). The study concluaea,
however, that they Were unlikely to have any major effect on mail volume. ¯

27. An alternative and more elegant method of accounting for this second source of forecast error,
suggested by Feldstein (x97x), is to construct a confidence interval which explicitly takes account of
our uncertainw regarding the forecast period Values of the indeperident variables, as measured by a
forecast period covariance matrix for the latter. This method has not been used in the present study
because in a long-term forecasting exercise based on equations estimated with relatively few degrees
of freedom, it yields extremely wide confidence intervals.
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measure the uncertainty surrounding a point forecast on account of the
sampling error in estimating fl and our ignorance of the true uF. This can
then be used to compute a confidence interval around the forecast. In the
example already given, the standard error of forecast, in log space, is o’o9299;
by applying the usual formula, this yields a 95 per cent confidence interval
(for total mail in 1986) of I2.I92 to I8"288 million pieces, around the point
forecast of I4.931 million..8

Before presenting the actual forecasts, it is necessary to discuss how the
forecast-period values of the independent variables were derived. Considering
population first, projections of this variable were readily available. The
methodology of calculating them has been set out by Knaggs and Keane
(I971-72), who also present a range of projections based on alternative
assumptions about emigration and fertility rates. There is no conceptual
difficulty in calculating different forecasts of mail volume corresponding to
each set of population projections; however to reduce the computational
burden involved, only one was considered, namely, the semi-official projections
calculated using Knaggs and Keane’s method and given in Appendix I of the
IDA Regional Industrial Plans (I972). Population projections from this source
for the forecast periods (the years i973, i976, i98i and i986) are given in the
first row of Table 2. I o.

No official projections of the other independent variables were available, so
recourse had to be had to simple extrapolative methods. The procedure adopted
was to fit three separate models to the logarithm of each variable for which
projections were required: a simple regression on a time trend, a first order
autoregressive scheme, and a second order autoregressive scheme. The models
were estimated using annual data for the period I95o-73, and then in each
case the model which yielded the best fit (measured by adjusted R2) was used
to project the values of the relevant variable for the forecast periods. The
results of this exercise are given in Table 2.IO. In all cases but one the first
order autoregressive model gave the best fit of the three models tested; the
exception was the price index for second class mail (row 5 of the table) which
was best explained by the regression on a time-trend.

It should be emphasised that the projected values in the last three columns
of the table are given for illustrative purposes only, and are not necessarily
intended as forecasts in themselves. For example, the projections imply an
almost stable relative price of first class mail, but rapid increases in the price
of second class mail, obviously a highly unlikely combination. Nevertheless,
some of these projections are of interest in themselves, and deserve further

28. The confidence interval is symmetric around the original value ofyF; i.e. 1.43288q--2o272;however, to express the interval in terms of numbers of pieces of mail we must take the antilogs of the
original values, which yields a skewed confidence interval in "real" space. The formula for the standard
error of forecast is given in Johnston (x972), page 153.



T~L~ 2. X O: Projections of independent variables for forecast periods

Independent variable Method of projeaion used

Actual and projected values of independent
variables

1973 (aaua/) 1976 1981 1986

I. Population (thousands)

2. Personal Comumers’ Expenditure
(£ million 1958 prices)

3-Price Index for Total Mail,
deflated by CPI
(1953- i00) "(p1)

Projections taken from Appendix I 3,Ol-8-8
of IDA Regional Industrial Plans (estimated)
(1972)

A: log T,= --.16o + 1.o35 log :rt-~
(1.o3) (34-81)

R’=.981 d--2-28

B. Annual growth rate of 3 per cent
assumed from 1973 onwards.

A. Annual growth rate of 5 per cent
assumed from 1973 onwards

B. log P,=.o89 + .986 log P,- x
(-I6) (8’31)

Rz---’747 d=2"o5

4. Price Index for First Class Mail, log Pt=’I8I --~ "965 log Pt-a
deflated by CPI (.36) (8.9i)
(I953=IOo)(Pz) Kz---773 d=i-87

5: Price Index for Second Class
Mail, deflated by CPI
(I953-- I00) (P,)

10g/’.,=4-58i + .o3I T
(ioo"2) (7.46)

Rz=.773 d=*-Io

log Pi=’927 + "796 log P,-X
(1"34) (5"25)

R2=-536 d--2-23

6. Price Index forTelephone Call
Charges, deflated by CPI
(1953--1oo) " (P,)

3,1o7-2 3,3Ol.5. 3,562"8

792"4 918~2* x,224"9* 1,732"6"

I62-8 163.3 I64.2

792"4 865-9 1,oo3.8 1,163.7

176-7 204.8 26i.4 333.6

176.7 185.7 2oo.6 215"7

164"9

227"6 249"9t 292"ot 341"2t

80.0 86.5 91 "3 92"9

8

o

*Projection equation for personal comumers’ expenditure was cast in per capita form. Accordingly, forecast-period values were grossed up by
multiplying by the IDA population projections given in row I.

tAn intercept adjustment, yielding a zero prediction error for I973, was applied to the equition used to project the price index for second class mail.
All equations were estimated for the period ,95o---1973. All logarithms are to base e.
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comment. Considering first personal consumers’ expenditure, the equation in
row 2A yielded a growth rate (in per capita terms) of 4"8 per cent per annum
between 1973 and 1986; translated into absolute terms (using the population
projections in row I), this implies an annual average growth rate for personal
consumers’ expenditure over the period of 6.20 per cent. This may be con-
sidered the best estimate of the future behaviour of consumers’ expenditure in
the light of its movements between 195o and 1973. However, since such a rate
of growth may be thought rather high (compared, for example, with average
annual growth rates of 2’58 per cent for the period 195o-73 and 3.7o per cent
for 1958-73) a second set of forecast period values were calculated for this
variable. Given in row 2B, they assume simply a 3 per cent annual average
growth in the real value of consumers’ expenditure from 1973 to 1986.

In the case of the price index for total mail, the equation in row 3B implies
an annual average growth rate for 1973-86 of 1.54 per cent. However, since
budgetary constraints on post office operations (discussed in Part 4 of this
paper) may require a higher rate of increase in postal prices, an alternative
set of projections, assuming a 5 per cent annual growth rate, is given in row
3A. Finally, for the remaining three price indices, no alternative projections
to those given by the estimated equations were calculated, since these series
are of less interest.

When these projections of the independent variables were combined with
the equations from section 2.3 in the manner already outlined, a great many
forecasts of future mail volume were derived, and a representative sample of
these is presented in Table 2.1 I. In each case, a point forecast is given for the
relevant year, along with the upper and lower bounds of a 95 per cent con-
fidence interval around the forecast39 As is well known, the width of this
interval is greater the lesser the explanatory power of the original equation,~0

and the greater the difference between the forecast period values of the indepen-
dent variables and their mean values in the sample for which the equation
was estimated.

The salient features of the forecasts in Table 2. I I may be briefly summarised.
It is clear that all the forecasts imply continued growth in mail volume, though
at different rates depending on the assumptions made about the independent
variables. (This may be seen from the last column in the table, which gives
the average annual growth rate of the relevant variable implied by each
forecast for the period 1969-86.) However, the differences between different
forecasts are not large when allowance is made for their respecdve confidence

09. It will be recalled that, because it is derived from an equation linear in logarithms, this forecast
interval is asymmetric.

30. For example, forecasts x and 2 give almost identical point predictions for x986, but the confidence
interval around the former is narrower than that around the latter, because equation BI yields a
better fit than equation B3.

D



TABLE 2.11 : Forecasts of mail volume: x973, x976, x98x, x986 o

Forecastsbased on
Vatiabl#

equation
number

( aU fiom
Tabb 2.5)

Projection
as~’umptioi~

for~asting variables number
equation (su Table

2. i o for deta//s)

Xum~r of p~s of malt posted in a re~euntatiw week of eotk yeat (’ooo’s)

Forecozts*
Actual

X989 I973 I976 z98! I986

growth rate

~mpti, d by
J~ast

Total Bx
marl

B3

B3

B3

B3

First class B6
mail

B8

B8

Second Bio
class mail

Bx2

B12

T -- x 6,940 7,83x 8,404 8,557 9,"a2 xo,o44 xo,9x x
7,296 7,942 ¯ 9,~�4

T, Px le: A; Px: A 2 ,, 7,x9x 8,785 7,854 9,996 9,45° z2,892
5,888 6,x7x 6,927

~, Pa T: A; Px: B 3 ...... 8,072 9,943 zo, x75 x 2, 724
6,553 8,!35

~’,Px ~:B;Px:A 4 ...... 7,474 9,555 7,985 xx,oSo
.. 5,845 5,755

~", Pa I":B; Px: B 5 ...... 7,68z 9,496 8,598 IO,845
6,oi4 6,814

T -- 6 :4,26o 4,704 4,986 5,057 5,378 5,778 6,I85
4,438 4,755 5,397

~, P, 1": A 7 , 4,297 4,815 4,767 5,337 5,85o 6,572
3,835 4,258 5,2o6

Y, P, 2": B 8 ,, ,,      ,, 4,592 5,I43 5,x5o 5,770
4,xoo 4,596

T -- 9 2,68o 3,x69 3,798 3,570 4,326 4,4xo 5,454
%643 2,947 3,566

T, P,. if’: A xo ,, 3,044 4,365 3,56x 5,255 4,852 . 7,557
2,123 2,412 3,I I6

T, P. T: B I I ...... 3,319 4,914 3,823 5,990
2,24~ 2,439

x x,973 I3,x25
Io,924

xz,975 I7,5oo
8,x94

x3,527 x7,237
xo,6x7

8,552 x2,933
5,655

9,66z x2,43z

7,5o7

6,704 7,232
6,2x6

7,496 8,529
6,589

6,517
5,z8o

5,533 7,003
4,372

7,070 H,732
4,264

4,389 7,3o4
2,509

3"26

3"26

4"0I

I’24

x’97

2"7°

3.38

x "85

4"36

5.88

2"94

13
0

0

*Each point forecast is accompanied by the upper and lower bounds of a 95 per cent confidence interval.
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intervals. This is because the latter are extremely wide, reflecting partly the
poor fit of the original equations, but most importantly of all the fact that
these equations are based on only fourteen observations. When it is recalled
that these forecasts assume that the projected values of the independent
variables given in Table 2. i o will hold exactly, it should be clear that they can
only hope to give a very approximate indication of the likely future growth
in mail traffic.

Despite their imprecision, however, the forecasts cast some light on the
effects of different values of the independent variables. Comparing forecasts
2 and 4, or 3 and 5, for example, it is apparent that assuming a high rather
than a low growth rate for consumers’ expenditure leads to a difference of
about 3"5 million pieces per week, or 4o per cent, in the expected value of
total mai! in I986. While these differences are not highly significant in a
statistical sense they do suggest that different rates of increase in consumers’
expenditure may appreciably affect the growth rate of mail volume. The same
is less true 6f postal prices, however. Again, by comparing forecasts 2 and 3,
or 4 and 5, it may be seen that assuming a high or a low growth rate for the
deflated price index of total mail makes a difference of under 1.6 million pieces
per week, or about I2 per cent of the expected value of total mail in 1986.
This difference is obviously appreciable, but it is small relative to the un-
certainty surrounding the forecasts involved.

Finally, it may be noted that the forecasts given for first and second class
mail imply a continuation of the tendency for the latter to grow at a faster
rate than the former, although first class mail continues to be the dominant
category in 1986. It is also worth pointing out that these disaggregated forecasts
are perfectly consistent with the forecasts for total mail. For example, the sum
of forecasts 7 and Io for I986, i4.566 million pieces, is well within the confidence
interval for forecast 3, a fact which enhances the plausibility of the orders of
magnitude involved.

2.7 Summary
The principal findings of the econometric work in Part 2 may be summarised

as follows. Per capita demand for mail services was found to be significantly
related to income, regardless of the specification adopted. All estimates of the
income elasticity were within the range 0.5 to 0.95, and most were significantly
less than unity. However, this relative stability conceals significant differences
between the behaviour of first and second class mail. The former was moderately
inelastic on time series data, and almost completely unresponsive to variations
in income in the cross section samples studied. Second class mail, on the other
hand, grew at a much faster rate over the period (2"87 per cent per annum as
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agmnst 1-30 per cent) and was moderately income elastic in both time series
and cross section samples.

As for responsiveness to price Changes, first class marl appeared to have an
own-price elasticity of about --0"3. Theevidence on second class mail however,
is difficult to interpret, and is consistent with a priori arguments for expecting
its price elasticity to be extremely low. Unfortunately, it was not possible to
obtain separate estimates of short run, as opposed to long run, elasticities.

Other variables which gave satisfactory results included population density,
presumably acting as a proxy for intensity of Commercial or "postal-intensive"
activity, as a determinant of sec0nd class mail; and the proportion of county
work force engaged in tourism, which was closely associated with the~number

of postcards posted per head. NO satisfactory explanation was found for the
cross section variation in the number of letters posted. However, intercounty
variations in the Volume of second class mail posted were significantly related
to personal income and population density in all the years tested, and the
relationship involved appears to have remained constant between 196o and
1969.

As for the effects of telephone services on the demand for mail, telephone
charges’were found to exert a positive influence on postal demand over time,
with a stronger effect on second class than on first class mail. However, two
separate attempts to test the hypothesis that greater telephone availability
should reduce the demand for postal services gave negative results: the number
of telephone lines did not have a significant influence on mail volume over
time or across Counties; and counties where STD (Subscriber Trunk Dialling)
was available in 1965 did not haven lower demand for postal services than
counties without access to this facility. It appears likely that further progress
in this area will only come about through more careful specification of inter-
related demand functions for both postal and telephone services.

Finally, the results of the time series regressions were applied to forecast
future levels of postal demand up to 1986. Both unconditional forecasts, based
on a time trend equation, and conditional forecasts, assuming different patterns
of growth in consumers’ expenditure and postal prices, were calculated.
Depending on the assumptions made "about these variables, the forecasts
implied growth rates in totakmail of between 1"2 per cent and 4 per cent per
annum, with a continuation of the tendency for second class mail tO grow at a
faster rate than first class. This is more or less What would be expected from the
regression results on which the forecasts were based, as is the finding that the
forecasts are moderately sensitive to alternative assumpti0ns about income
growth, but rather less sensitive to different assumptions about changes in
postal Charges.



Part 3

Postal Costs and Productivity

3.1 The Structure of Aggregate Postal Costs

THE pattern of post office costs can be studied either for the organisation as

a whole, or at the level of individual post offices. Taking the former view
first it is of interest to begin by looking at the different components of total
costs. Table 3.1 gives the cost structures of the British, American and Irish
post offices for the financial year 196o-61. For the British and American data
an attempt has been made to distinguish between costs which are fixed, and
those which vary in the short-run with the volume of traffic. Unfortunately,
the published statistics do not permit us to make a similar distinction for
Ireland--separate figures are not given for payments to full-time and part-time
employees nor for expenditure on owned and hired transport. However, in the
light of the similarities between the cost structures of the three postal services
discussed below, it is likely that in Ireland the proportion of fixed costs is as
high as that in the other two countries.

Apart from minor differences between the three countries, they have one
major feature in common: the overwhelming preponderance of staff costs in
total expenditure, or, in economic terms, the marked labour intensity of the
supply of postal services. Payments to staff in all forms, whether as salaries and
wages, or by way of contributions to pension funds, account for 71 "8 per cent,
78.5 per cent and 72.8 per cent of total postal costs in the British, American
and Irish post offices respectively. In the case of Ireland, at least, this propor-
tion has grown to 8o.1 per cent in the 1971-72 financial year. The same point
is shown by the correspondingly small proportion accounted for by capital
charges, i.e. interest and depreciation. As Horsefield (1964) comments, despite
moderate progress in the development of automatic sorting machines, neither
Britain nor the United States "has yet been able to economise substantially
in its postal services by capital expenditure"; and the same is equally true of
Ireland. Obviously, the implications of this fact depend on the level of earnings
of postal workers in each country; for example, the much higher cost of personal
services in the United States almost certainly accounts for the higher proportion
of staff costs in the American post office. However, in all three countries labour
prices have been rising faster than the prices of other factors of production in
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T.tBLE 3.I : Analysis of costs in British, United States and Irishpostal services, Financial Tear 196o-6I (in percentages)

United Kingdom United States Ireland D4

0

Fixed Costs % Fixed Costs %
Salaries and wages 52"6 Compensation of regulars 53"9
Pension liability 8.3 Pension liability 3"5
Transport services 1.5 Transportation services 2"7
Accommodation 2.o Accommodation 3"9
Interest and depreciation 2-4 Depreciation of buildings x.o

66"8

Variable Costs
Sub-postmasters’ remuneration ~.6
Overtime and night pay 8.3
Hire of transport i9-4
Supplies and maintenance 2.9

65.0

Variable Costs
Substitutes and temporaries I7.5
Overtime and night pay 3.6
Hire of transportation Io.8
Supplies and maintenance 3" i

I00"O I00"0

Salaries and wages
Pension liability
ConVeyance of mails
Materials and transport
Accommodation
Depreciation
Interest
Miscellaneous

%
68"9

3"9
I9-3
5"o
I’I
O"2
0"6
I’O

IO0"O

Z
0

C~
m

,-]

Sources: UK and US data from Horsefield (x964), Table i ; Irish data from post office Commercial Accounts.



TABLE 3.2: Revenue, costs, and surplus or deficit by category of mail (millions of pounds)

United Kingdom, i96o-6i United States, 196o-61 Ireland, I964--65

Surplus (+) Surplus (+) Surplus (+)
Revenue Costs or Revenue Costs or Revenue Costs or

deficit (--) deficit ( -- ) deficit (--)

Z

0

0
Letters and

packages1 81"9 62"9 +19"o 574 561 +13 4"323 3"546 "777

Postcards 2"5 2"4 +o-I 26 36 --lO .116 .135 --.Ol9
Printed papers 35-I 37"1 --2.0 1923 3072 --II5Z 1.416 2-065 --.649

Newspapers 2-o 3"4 --1"4 328 1588 --1268 .127 .IiO +-Ol7
Overseas letters 20"3 20"5 --0.2 36 42 --6 .3244 .2844 +.0404 o
Parcels5 31"1 38"2 --7"1 232o 268G --368 1-228 1"O75 +’I537
MiseeUaneouss 6.2 9"3 --3"1 679 949 --279 "125 "37° --’245
T°taP° 179"1 173"8 +5"3 1,159 1,466 --307 7"659 7"585 +’074

Sources: UK and US data from Horsefield (1964), Table 5; Irish data from Departmental Costing Study, x964-65.

Notes: x. Including domestic airmail letters (UK and US).
u. Third class marl plus books and "controlled circulation".

3. Second class mail.
4. Includes only additional surcharges on airmail post, i.e. basic charges on airmail post, as well as all charges on overseas surface mail are

included in the letters and packages category.
5. Includes airmail parcels and overseas parcels.
6. Fourth class mail excluding books.
7. This overall surplus on parcels conceals large differences in profitability between the various services. Ordinary and airmail parcels yield

large surpluses but customs examination and other additional costs of customs parcels amount to considerably more than the amount of
customs fees collected.

8. Registration and other postal services. Note that for Ireland, and probably for the other two countries also, only additional registration
charges, (i.e. over and above the basic postal charge) are included in this category.

9- Including also Penalty, franked, and free for blind.
io. Excluding remittance and agency services.

~d

t~

cTt
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the post-war period: the average salaries of postal employees in Ireland have
been increasing by over to per cent a year on average since I964. This means
that, unless the productivity of labour employed can be substantially increased,
the cost of postal services is likely tO increase more quickly than average prices,
as measured by the consumer price index, and also more quickly than the cost
of telephoneservices, which are considerably more capitalintensive.81

Given this apportionment of total costs by final recipient, what can be said
about the costs attributable to different mail categories? Tables 3.2, 3.3 and
3.4 summarisc the available evidence on this poinL8. Considering first Table 3.~,
it is particularly noticeable that of the two principal mail categories, letters
are profitable but printed papers unprofitable in all three countries. Another
common feature is that all three make proportionately very large losses on
registration business (the principal item in the Miscellaneous category). Of the
other categories Ireland is exceptional in being marginally profitable in news-
papers, overseas letters and parcels, while its small loss on postcards corresponds
to a much larger loss in the United States and a tiny profit in the United
Kingdom.

The implications of these statistics for post office profitability are seen more
clearly when they are expressed in terms of average costs and revenues, as in
Table 3.3. It is apparent from this table that, apart from parcels and overseas
letters (as well as newspapers in Britain), there is considerably more variation
in average revenues for different categories than in average costs. This means
that the structure of postal charges in all three countries effectively subsidises
second class mail (mainly printedpapers) at the expense of first class (mainly
letters). The reasons for this rate structure seem to be largely historical;ss

whether it is a desirable one is another matter. In connection with this, two
relevant points may be mentioned. In the first place, a policy which, according
to Table 3.2, led to a net transfer of over £o~6 million from the personal to the
business sector in i964-65 certainly should have some economic justification
if it is to be retained. (For the sake of argument, first and second class mail
have been identified with personal and business users respectively.) On the

3 x. In 1969-7o, 44 per cent of expenditure on telephone services w~ attributable to staff costs, and
41 per cent to interest and depreciation.         , .
¯ 32. The data in these tables for Britain and America are taken fiom Horsefield (op. d~.), whose
data for America are based in turn on figures given in Baratz (I962). Those for Ireland have been
calculated by the present author, using data from a Costing Study carried OUt by the Department in
x964-65, and estimated traffic statistics for the year x964. It should be emphasised that these data are

subject to the well known accounting problem of deciding how to allocate fixed costs among different
mail categories. On top of this conceptual problem, the large number of footnotes to all three tables
should be adequate warning that the data given are not strictly comparable between the three countries.
Despite these qualifications, however, some common tendencies are sufficiently apparent to merit
comment. ~                -

33. An obvious example is that of newspapers in the United States, where, to quote Horsefield,
"the publishers’ lobby is strong, and is supported by the tradition, which dies hard in the United

...... "        "              kStates, that newspapers and magazines render a public service by bringing informat|on to the bac -
~ood$t~.                                             ,           .



TABLE 3"3: Percentage of each category in total prepaid mail, and estimated revenues and costs per piece of mail

United Kingdom, 196o-61 United States, 196o-61 Ireland 1964-651 (at 196o-61 prices)

Percentage Revenue Costs Percentage Revenue Costs Percentage Revenue Costs
of per piece per piece of per piece per piece of per piece per piece o

total of mail of mail total of mail of mail total of mail of mail
% d d % d d % d d

Letters and
packages 53"9 3"36 2.58 52 -8 4" 15 4"05 60.0 4.22 3 "46

Postcards 2-2 2"5o 2"37 4-o 2.58 3.46 2"5 2"75 3.21
O

Printed Papers 36.0 2" 16 2-28 28-3 2.58 4" 13 33" I 2.5° 3"65

Newspapers 1.3 3"5° 5"92 I2.6 0.93 4"76 2.2 3"45 2"98
t~

Overseas Letters 4"4 1°"96 11.o6 0-9 i5.o2 17-64 3 2 3
~

Parcels 2.2 29"43 36"44 1 "4 61.81 71.36 2.2 32-78 28"69 o

Notes: As for Table 3.2. All unit revenue and costs are in old pence. Because of the relative unreliability of the mail traffic statistics, not very much
trust should be placed on the absolute magnitudes of the figures for .average revenuesand costs..Th!s isbrought home, for examp, le, by the fact
that the undeflated average revenue figures for Irrsh letters and printed papers are Ootu margmany tower man me mmamum tarms Ior mese
categories which were introduced on the Ist June i964 (5d and 3d respectively).
I. The average revenue and cost figures for Ireland have been deflated by the increase in the consumer price index between 196o-6i and

1964--65 to make them comparable with the data on the United Kingdom and the United States.
2. Separate traffic statistics for overseas letters are not available for Ireland. Revenues and costs attributable to overseas letters apart from

additional airmail surcharges are included under letters and packages.
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TABLE 3’4: Analysis by function of costs of postal operations (per cent

Other
Collection Mail (including

and delivery handling Transport overheads)

United Kingdom, x96o-6i
Letters 49 "4
Postcards 50.9
Printed Papers 52"7
Newspapers 41 .o

36"2 6"9 7"5
37"3 1.3 Io"5
34"x 6"4 6.8
33"4 I8"5 7’I

United States, i96o-61
First Class 3I’4 44"3 4"3 20.0
Third Classx ¯46’2 28"7 6.0 19" i
Second Class~ 45.8 22.6 i4.o 17.6

Ireland, 1964-65
First Classs 50"3 25’5 I2"3 I 1.9
Second Class* 53"0 24"0 7"8 15"2
Parcels 18. I 3o’3 42"5 9" i

Sources: UK and US data from Horsefield (i964), Table 7; Irish data based on Departmenta 1
Costing Study, x964-65. Note that the methods of cost apportiomnent are almost certainly different
in the three countries, especially given the very different proportions of costs classified as "other".

~l’olts: x. Printed Papers.
2. Newspapers.
3. Letters and postcards.
4. Printed papers and newspapers.

other hand, the reservations expressed in an earlier footnote concerning the
accuracy of the data in these tables suggest that any c0nclusions based on
them should be treated with great caution. For this reason, and because a full
discussion of this question would bring us into the field of pricing policy, which
is beyond the scope of this paper, the matter will be pursued no further for
the present.

Before leaving the topic of aggregate costs it is of interest to find out which

stages of mail handling account for larger proportions of costs. The available
data on this point are summarised inTable3.4, again with comparative data
for the UK and US. It can be seen that in aU three countries second class mail
costs relatively more to collect and deliver than first class, but relatively less
to handle, though this tendency is less marked in Ireland and Britain than in
the United States. Part of the reason for this may be that a greater proportion
of second class mail is meter franked, thus avoiding the need for machine or
hand-stamping and cutting down On handling costs. Also, the greater bulk of
second class items would explain the larger proportion of their costs which is
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attributable to collection and delivery. This is in no way incompatible with the
much smaller proportion of the cost of parcels due to collection and delivery.
For, in absolute terms, these figures still imply a higher average cost of collecting
and delivering a parcel,vi The largest proportion of parcel costs--amounting
to I4.43d per item--is, as we would expect, incurred in transporting them.

This concludes our descriptive survey of aggregate post office costs. One
major conclusion to be drawn is that the cost structure of the Irish postal
services is markedly similar to that of the British and American post offices,
despite the very different conditions under which the latter operate. However,
a further conclusion which is apparent from Table 3.3 is that the absolute levels
of the average costs in all three countries are relatively similar. This is rather
surprising, since wage levels for postal workers in the United States are over
three times as high as those in the United Kingdom or Ireland. Taken at face
value, these facts imply that the United States postal services are considerably
more efficient than either the British or Irish services. It is obviously of some
interest to inquire whether this conclusion is justified25

There are a number of reasons why the similarity in average costs despite
different wage levels need not reflect different levels of efficiency. In the first
place, the volume of mail per head of population is substantially greater in
the United States than in either Britain or Ireland. In 1958 the United States
post office carried 323 pieces per person, compared with 189 pieces per person
in the United Kingdom and approximately 23° pieces per person in Ireland.a8

While the existence of economies of scale in Irish post offices is not confirmed
by the evidence in section 3.5 below, they may still exist for such wide differ-
ences in mail per head between countries. Other things being equal, this would
tend to reduce the disparity between American and Irish average costs per
piece caused by higher labour costs in the United States.

Another factor which would tend to further reduce this disparity is the low
population density of Ireland. It is true that, as a whole, the population density
of the United States is actually lower than that of Ireland: 7"2 persons per
square mile compared with 15.7 in Ireland and 82.0 in the United KingdomY
However, it is likely that in much of the area served by the United States post
office the density of population is considerably greater than in Ireland. If this
is the case, it would tend to reduce the average costs of handling a piece of

34. From Table 3.3, the average costs of second class mail (printed papers plus newspapers) and
parcels are 4.28d and 33.9d. Taking the proportions attributable to collection and delivery given by
Table 3.4 implies average collection and delivery costs of 1.8od (42"I per cent of 4.~8d) and 2.75d
(8. i per cent of 33.9d) respectively.

35. Some of the points in the following discussion are made by tIorsefield (1964) section 9, in
comparing the efficiency of the US and UK postal services. The discussion has also benefited from the
suggestions of B. M. Waish.

36. Sources: US and UK figures from ttorsefield (op. dt.) ; Irish figure calculated by author.
37. All figures are for x958, calculated from the x965 UN Demographic Yearbook.
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mail in the United States compared with Ireland. The evidence presented in

section 3.5 below suggests that the more denselypopulated is an Irishpost
office’s catchment area the smaller the volume of inputs it requires to handle a
given volume of mail. There is every reason to suppose that the same relation-
ship will hold between different countries,

A third and final factor which may explain why average costs in the
American and Irish post offices are so similar is the fact that the quality of

service providedby the Irish post office is considerably higher than that provided
by its American counterpart. In Ireland, for example, mail is normally
delivered the day after posting, deliveries are twice daily in all cities and large
towns, and they are made to the door of each house, rather than deposited in
collection boxes at the ends of driveways, as in the United States. When it is
recalled that delivery, especially in rural areas, constitutes a major proportion
of total costs, it is apparent that these differences must permit considerable
savings in the United States relative to Ireland. As for collection and handling
costs, United States mail users are required to pre-sort and hand in at the post
office all second class mail and three-quarters of third class mail, amounting in
total to over a third of all mail handled. According to Horsefield (o10. dt.) this
requirement alone saves the United States post office about 5 per cent of the
total cost of carrying ail mail.

It may be concluded therefore, that the similarity between average mail
costs in the United States and Ireland is the result of two opposing sets of
influences. On the one hand, labour costs in the United States are much higher
than in Ireland, and both services are highly labour intensive. This is offset on
the other hand, however, by the greater size and concentration of the population
served by the United States post office, and most importantly, by the lower
quality of the postal services it provides. While the precise impact on average
costs of these influences cannot be quantified, they suggest that, contrary to the
implications of Table 3.3, the Irish postal services are not necessarily inefficient
by internatiofial standards.

3.~ A Digression on Marginal Costs
The four tables given in the last section throw some light on the breakdown

of total post office costs, considered from different points of view. However,
the information they contain refers purely to total or average costs; they tell
us nothing directly about the marginal costs of different mail categories. The
importance attached to this cost concept derives from a theoretical economic

argument which states essentially that the prices charged by public utilities
should be set equal to the corresponding marginal costs. If this is done, the

theory shows that under certain assumptions the quantities consumed of the
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goods or services produced by the public utility will lead to a pattern of resource
allocation which will be optimally efficient from the point of view of society as
a whole. The details and qualifications attached to this argument need not
detain us here. Nor are we concerned with the practical problems of imple-
menting such a policy, among which must be included the fact that it would
conflict with the post office’s statutory obligation to cover total costs. All that
will be mentioned are the difficulties involved in defining and quantifying
marginal costs.

No direct estimates of the marginal costs of Irish postal services were available
for the present study.8s In the absence of objective information, it was necessary
therefore to fall back on casual observation in order to ascertain the likely
magnitude of marginal costs. It has already been remarked, in the context of
Table 3. I, that a large proportion of total costs are fixed ill nature, which
would suggest that marginal costs are low. On the other hand, the fact that
additional part-time staff are taken on at Christmas suggests that marginal
costs are substantial in magnitude. However, these two apparently contra-
dictory viewpoints may be reconciled, by observing that, while marginal costs
are certainly not negligible for all levels of mail volume, it is probably true to
say that the marginal cost function is a step-function rather than a continuous
curve. In other words, most post offices outside of the largest urban areas are
operating for most of the time at less than full capacity, where the additional
work-load imposed by an extra piece of mail is negligible. Only if mail volume
increases by some minimum threshold amount does it become necessary to
increase the amount of overtime worked, use existing transport equipment
more intensively, and ultimately hire extra staff. In this sense, therefore, it is
quite reasonable to state that, for "normal" fluctuations in work-load, short-
run marginal costs are, in fact, zero.

A further consideration is suggested by a comment of Horsefield’s, who
points out that "collection and delivery costs are proportional rather to the
number of points visited than to the number of letters handled".8~ With some
modifications (for example, the distance travelled rather than the number of
points visited might be a more appropriate criterion), this seems an eminently
plausible proposition; and some tentative support for it is given in the econo-
metric results which follow this section. It is also in accordance with post office
experience: for example the movement of population from the centre of towns
to new housing estates in the suburbs necessitates the provision of additional

38. Estimates of marginal costs are usually obtained by specifying and estimating a model of post
office behaviour. See, for example, Merewitz (I97i). However, while production functions for Irish
post offices are estimated in section 3.5 below, it was not possible to derive estimates of marginal costs
from them, because of the lack of data on factor payments in different offices.

39. Though, he adds, "there is a limit, set by the maximum permissible bagweight, to the extent
to which intensive correspondence in a limited area enables manpower to be economised".
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postal services, without permitting any compensatory running down of servl~t~
in the town centre. The net result may be a major addition to the network of"
postal facilities, but no significant increase in mail traffic.

These arguments encourage the conclusion that the marginal cost of an
additional piece of mail(whatever about that of an additional delivery stop)
is a concept which is neither easy to define nor easy to measure. As already
mentioned, it is apparent from Table 3. I that the greater proportion of total
costs are fixed costs, not responsive to the volume of traffic. This suggests that
marginal costs are almost certainly lower than average costs; but beyond this
it is impossible to be more precise about their level. For this and other reasons,
no attempt has been made in this paper to derive an optimal pricing policy
for postal services.

3.3 Specifying an Econometric Model for the Production of Postal Services
Having looked at the structure of total post office costs, we now wish to

consider variations in costs between different post offices. In order to do so in
a rigorous manner, it is necessary to have some theoretical basis for explaining
how these costs are incurred; in other words, to have some model of individual
office behaviour. This section therefore discusses the specification of such a
model, and in subsequent sections various empirical relationships derived from
it are estimated.

The study of costs and productivity in a sample of plants or enterprises is an
area to which econometric analysis has been extensively applied. The usual
approach is to begin by assuming that the technical relations applying to the
individual plant or firm may be summarised by a production function, relating
the volume of output to the quantities of different inputs required to produce
that output. This production function may then be estimated directly from the
data available. Alternatively, it may be combined with some assumption about
the behaviour of each individual firm, such as profit maximisation or cost
minimisation, to derive various reduced form equations, such as factor demand
functions or cost functions, which are then estimated in the usual way. Both of
these approaches have been extensively applied to a wide variety of industries;
a particularly relevant application in the present context is a cross section study
of 156 US post offices carried out by Merewitz ((1969) and (1971)).

From a number of points of view, the first approach listed above, direct
estimation of the production function, is the more desirable. Not only does it
provide estimates of all the parameters of the production function, such as the
elasticity of substitution and the degree of returns to scale, but italso permits
the calculation of an index of productivity for each office (this is discussed
further in section 3.6 below). Unfortunately, however, the direct estimation of
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production functions is open to a number of serious objections, which are well
summarised by the following quotation from Griliches (1962) :4o

The basic problem in interpreting the results of non-experimental firm
production-function fitting is in the specification of the economic model
that generated these data. If all firms (farms) in an area are faced with the
same factor prices, have the same production function, and maximize
their profits, they would all use the same combination of resources and we
could not estimate a production function. Obviously, they do not all use
the same resource combination, but why? Maybe they do not maximize
profits, but then they don’t have to be on their production function.
Maybe they all have different production functions--but what is the
sense then of estimating one production function for all of them? They
could be faced actually with different prices--but then we should use this
price information and estimate the structural production function from
the reduced form equations (factor demand functions) with prices as
exogenous variables. Alternatively, different farmers may form their
expectations differently and thus wind up at different points on the
production function even though the objective information is the same for
all of them. But without specifying explicitly what produces the observed
data, it is impossible to draw any "structural" conclusions from non-
experimental data.

Taken at face value, this quotation raises grave doubts about the appro-
priateness of estimating production functions directly from cross section data.
However, in the present study no detailed information oil factor prices or
costs in different offices was available. It was not possible therefore to estimate
factor demand or cost functions, which, as pointed out by Griliches, would have
overcome the problem of simultaneity associated with direct estimation of
production functions. Accordingly, in order to ascertain anything about the
production process in Irish post offices it was necessary to resort to direct
estimation of the production function despite the many objections to this
procedure. Griliches’ remarks should therefore be kept in mind in interpreting
the resulting direct estimates which are presented in section 3.5 below.41

In addition to obtaining direct estimates of the production function, two

40. Though Griliches’ remarks were originally made in a review of a text on agricultural production
functions, they apply equally well to the present study, provided "post offices" are substituted for
"firms" and "minimise their costs" for "maximise their profits".

4I. That Griliches’ remarks are in the nature of a counsel of perfection is suggested by the fact that
the same paragraph has been quoted against the work of Griliches himself! (See Judge, 1963). Since
the principal error involved in direct estimation of a production function is that of estimating by ordin-
ary least squares a single structural equation in a simultaneous system, it is also relevant to note that
the available Monte-Carlo evidence suggests that the small sample behaviour of ordinary least squ~res
n such situations is by no means hopeless.
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further considerations suggested that an alternative appro ach, that of studying
the determinants of the productivity of labour alone, might also yield useful
results. In the first place, the extreme labour intensity of the postal services
already referred to suggested that the error involved in ignoring the contribu-

tion of other factors might not be very great. SecOndly, data On labour employed
were available tbr different years, whereas data on the other factor considered
(transport vehicles) were only available for a single year. This meant that the
determinants of intertemporal changes in labOur productivity could be studied
rather than merely the determinants of its cross sectional variation, in a
single year.

This approach was therefore pursued, and the results are given in section 3.4.
By comparison with the estimation of production functions, they suffer from
the disadvantages that they make no allowance for the contribution of other
factors, and that they do not involve the explicit:specification of an econometric

model of the production process. On the other hand, in the light Of the diffi-
culties associated Vdth estimation of the production function, they provide a
useful heuristic method of studying the conditions of production, and the
factors which determine changes in labour productivity over time.

A final consideration which applies to both methods of studying postal
production is that because of the nature of postal services we would expect the

spatial characteristics and the pattern of population distribution in each office’s
catchment area to affect the productivity of the factors it employs. It seems
intuitively plausible that a given volume of mail should require less manpower
and transport equipment to handle, the more densely populated and the more
urbanised is the catchment area of the office in question. This is consistent with
the statement of Horsefield’s quoted in section 3.2, that "collection and
delivery costs are proportional rather to the number’of points visited than to
the number of letters handled’’. Accordingly, it seemed desirable to test this
hypothesis by including measures of population dispersal as independent
variables in the various production relations which were estimated. The
variables chosen for testing were the crude populati0ndensity and the pr0-
portion of population living in Urban areas within each post office’s catchment
area.

Of course, while the general point that the distribution of an area’S popula-
tion will affect the productivity of the factors employed there in the production
of postal services seems quite plausible, there is no reason to expect that this
effect should be of equal magnitude for all factors.42 At the same time, it is
reasonable to postulate that all factors will be influenced to some degree.

42. By analogy with discussions of teehnleal progress, the point at issue is whether we may reasonably
expect the dispersion of an area’s population to affect the relevant office’s production function in a
’ ’neutral" manner.
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Economies caused by a less dispersed or more urbanised catchment area can
obviously be expected in the case of delivery staff and of transport vehicles.
But they are also likely to apply to indoor postal staff and to total office floor
space if there are economies of scale in the operation of sub-post offices. In
other words, of two head post office districts handling exactly the same amounts
of mail, the one whose population is so distributed that it needs fewer and
larger sub-post offices than the other can be expected to require fewer indoor
staff and less office floor space.

3.4 Growth of Post O~ce Labour Productivity, i95I-65
Data on the average annual growth rates of output, employment, and labour

productivity in fifty Irish post offices from i95i to I965 are summarised in
Table 3.5.~8 It may be seen from the table that output (the sum ofpostings and
deliveries) in the Irish postal services as a whole increased by 2.28 per cent
per annum on average between i95i and I965. The labour force, on the other
hand, grew by only o. 12 per cent per annum, leading to an increase in labour
productivity of 2" 17 per cent per annum over the period.

As was done in Part 2 of this paper, it is important to distinguish between
conditions in Dublin and in the remainder of the country. In I965 the Dublin
postal area handled 49"4 per cent of the total output of the Irish postal services,
but employed only 23"5 per cent of their total staff. The level of labour produc-
tivity in Dublin was therefore considerably higher than in the rest of the
country, even though it grew more slowly between I95i and i965 (i.o3 per
cent per annum ,compared with 2.oo per cent per annum in the rest of the
country as a whole, and 1.93 per cent per annum on average in the other
forty-nine head post offices).44 Moreover, the lower productivity increases in
Dublin over the period were the consequence of higher rates of increase of both
output and employment. In the rest of the country, on the other hand, employ-
ment actually fell by o.43 per cent per annum on average, with the result that
the increase in productivity was greater than the increase in output.

43. In fact, data were available on a total of fifty-two post offices. However, because of the difficulties
of defining separate catchment areas for the Dun Laoghaire and Gobh offices, they were combined with
Dublin and Cork respectively, as was done in Part ~.

44. It may be noted that the average annual growth rate ofproductlvity in the whole country (2.i7per cent) was higher than the growth rates in both Dublin and the rest of the country. This apparently
paradoxical result is due to the fact that between 1951 and x 965 the proportion of the post office labour
force employed in the hlgh-productivlty area (Dublin) increased, matched by a fall in the proportion
employed in the area with lower productivity (the rest of the country). The increase in productivity
in the whole country over the period may be decomposed into an inter-reglonal and an intra-reglonal
component. The latter gives the increase in productivity in the whole country which would have
occurred if productivity in both regions had grown at the rate at which it actually did grow, but the
proportions of the total labour force employed in the two regions had remained the same. In the present
case this calculation yields an intra-regional productivity growth of 1.5o per cent per annum, which
lies between the growth rates in Dublin (I’o3 per cent) and the rest of the country (2"oo per cent),
as of course it must. See Kennedy (197i), pp. ~4-~6, for details on the calculation of inter- and
intra-regional components.



T~L~ 3"5: Average annual growth rates of output, labour force and labour productivity in Irish post offwes, x95x-65

Variable Growth rate: Growth rate:
(all expressed as average annual all country Dublin

growth rates) (%) (%)

Growth rate:
all country
excluding

Dublin (%)

Mean growth rate (%)
and standard deviation

(0f49 non-Dublin
head post offwes)

Standardised difference
between Dublin and
non-Dublin growth

rates

Post Offzce Output 0.28 3.02 1.63 x’49 (’69) 2 2~ 0

Labour force:
Total Staff "I2 I’98 --’36 m-43 (’6I) 3"9.5Delivery Staff .oo 2"59 m’59 ~’68 (’76) 4"3°
Indoor Staff "27 1"36 ~’o6 --.o9 (-65) 2-23

O

o

Labour productivity :
Total Staff 2" 17 I.O3 2"oo 1.93 (’75) -- z.2o
Delivery Staff 0"29 "42 °’24 2-z9 (.88) --2.oz
Indoor Staff 2-oz z.64 x.69 z.59 (.8z) "06

o

Population in office catchment area --’I8 ..... "92 --’55 __.68 (’55) 2"9x

Notes: (1) Output data are available for x95x and x965, whereas labour force and population data are available for x95t and x966. The average
annual growth rates given for labour force and population are therefore based on 15 years, while those for output are based oa x4 years.
Data on productivity in i965 were calculated by dividing x965 output data by estimates of the labour force in z965, obtained by inter-
polating between x95i and z966. The growth rates for productivity are therefore also based on x4 years.

(2) All growth rates were calculated by applying the usual compound interest formula to the data for x95x aad r965 (or x966).
(3) Standardised Difference = (Growth Rate in Dublin -- Mean growth rate in other 49 offices) divided by standard deviation.

Variables: ~
Post Office Output = Sum of total mail posted and delivered.
Labour Force = Numbers employed in each category.
Labour Productivity = Output divided by Labour force
For details on the measurement of these variables, see Appendix B.
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The contrast between Dublin and the rest of the country is further brought
home by the last column of Table 3.5, which gives a measure of the difference
between the growth rate of each variable in Dublin and the average growth
rate in other post offices. In particular, it may be seen that both output and
catchment area population grew reasonably rapidly in Dublin, whereas output
grew more slowly elsewhere and population actually fell. These differences
emphasise the fact that the postal services in Dublin operate under completely
different conditions from those prevailing in the rest of the country. In the case
of productivity, however, the difference is completely attributable to delivery
staff, whose numbers grew more rapidly than those of indoor staff in Dublin,
but declined more rapidly elsewhere. The rate of productivity growth of
indoor staff, on the other hand, was very similar in both areas.

It is of interest to note that the pattern of productivity growth in the non-
Dublin post offices is totally different from the behaviour observed in most
manufacturing industries, as surveyed by Kennedy (197 I) .4~ More surprisingly,
it is also very different from the behaviour of selected United States service
industries between i948 and I963 as shown in Fuchs (I966). In most of the
industries and services considered by these studies both output and employment
showed fairly rapid rates of increase, but with the former increasing more
rapidly, resulting in moderate increases in productivity. The situation in Irish
postal services however resembles more that in agriculture in many countries,
where increases in productivity are attributable as much to declines in employ-
ment as to increases in output. Even the exceptional industries or services
whose behaviour somewhat resembles that of the Irish postal services provide
revealing comparisons. For example, of the eighteen services and retail trades
considered by Fuchs, the productivity performance of the Irish postal services
most resembles that of dry cleaning, and is actually superior to that of hotels,
laundries, and cinemas.46 Similarly, the productivity performance of indoor
postal staff shown in Table 3.5 bears a striking resemblance to the behaviour
of Irish industry in the comparable period I95o-59 (see Kennedy, Table 2.6,
P. 47) : the average annual growth rate of output in the latter was rather higher,
at 2.I4 per cent, than that in the postal services, but employment fell by o.4I
per cent per annum, yielding a ratio of productivity to output growth rates of
1.2o. Needless to say, this similarity may be only coincidental; however, it does
suggest that, in so far as the productivity behaviour of the postal services is

45. In so far as the data in Table 3.5 can be compared with similar figures for manufacturing industry
the relevant point of comparison is the productivity performance of indoor postal staff. This is because
employment data for manufacturing industry cover only those employed by the producer, and so
relate mainly to indoor staff, rather than to those who, like outdoor postal staff, are involved in transport
and distribution. I am grateful to K. A. Kennedy for this point.

46. Fuchs (op. cir.), Table 6.
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3,6: Gross section regressions: determinants of labour productivity changes in 49 head
post offices, 195 I--65

Dependent
Variable

Equation Equation
No. (t-values in parentheses) R2

Average annual
growth rate of
productivity of
Total Staff
x95I-i965

FI    Yx = :925 + "676Q "382
(4.62) (5"54)

F2 :rl -- "789 + "716Q,-’II3P "374
.... (2"73) (5"23) (’66)

-3.i3,*

--2.80**

Average annual
growth rate Of
productivity of
Delivery Staff
I95t-65

F3    :r2 --I’2O3+ "664Q"
(4"64) (4"2 I)

-258

F4    :Y~ = I’III+’691Q--’O76P "244
(2"96) (3"89) (’.34)

Average annual F5
growth rate of
productivity of F6
Indoor Staff
t951-65

:l"3 = "5!2 + "7220_ ,372    --1.56
(2"34) (5"43)

:Va = "369 -~ "764Q- "II8P .364 --I’31
(I’I7) (5"II) (’63)

Note: All equations are based on 49 head post offices (i.e. Dublin isexcluded).
Key: ~2 = Coefficient of multiple determination, adjusted for degrees of freedom.

t = t-statistic, testing the hypothesis that the value of the relevant dependent variable
corresponding to Dublin is generated by the same relationship as the value for the other
49 head post offices:

** indicates that the hypothesis can be rejeetedwith 99 percent Confidence,
* indicates that the hypothesis can be rejected with 95 per cent but not with 99 per

cent confidence.
Ir~l~’M~ Variables:

Q = Average annual growth rate of total pieces of mail posted and delivered in head offiee
district, I95x-65.

P = Averagearmual growth rate of population density in head office’s catchment area 1951-
65. (This isequal to the corresponding average annual growth rate ha population itself.)

comparable with that of industry, then the closest parellel is with the relatively
depressed years of the !95os.~

In order to ascertain whether offices whose levels Of output increased over
the period also experienced increases in productivity, a number of regression
equations were estimated, and the results are presented in Table 3.6. The
dependent variable in all cases is the average annual growth rate of productivity
of the relevant staff category, and each of these is regressed on the average
annual growth rates of output and of catchment area population density.
Considering first those equations (FI, F3 and F5)where the growth rate¯ of
output is the sole independent Variable, it is apparent that a reasonably high
degree of association is obtained. Moreoveri the estimated coefficient does not
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differ greatly between the two categories of labour, varying within the range
0’66 to 0.77. The intercepts are significantly positive, implying that even if
there had been zero growth in output over the period, productivity would still
have risen.

These results are moderately satisfactory in statisticai terms. However, like
the data in Table 3.5 they arc somewhat different from the findings of similar
studies of manufacturing industry, surveyed by Kennedy (I 97 i). In particular,
the degree of association between the two growth rates is rather less than in the
studies reported by Kennedy, and the estimated elasticities arc quite different.
These elasticities arc equal to the coefficients of Q in the regressions in Table
3.6, and as already noted, they vary between o.66 and 0.77, whereas those
reported by Kennedy are mostly in the range o.~5 to 0.50 (op. dt,, p. 237).

Of course, these differences between the results of the present section and
those for manufacturing industry are not really Surprising.4~ Rather, they reflect
the totally different conditions of production in the two sectors. In particular,
it may be recalled that Kennedy’s explanation for the close association between
the longer term growth rates of output and productivity in manufacturing
industries emphasises the role of output growth ill facilitating and encouraging
the discovery and application of new technological knowledge (op. cir., especially
Chapter 6). The situation in postal services, however, is that, partly due to the
nature of the service provided, and partly to the scale of operations prevailing
in most Irish offices, the level of technology cannot be significantly improved
irrespective of the volume of output handled, Given that, ill addition, the
growth of output has been relatively sluggish, because of the low income
elasticities of demand found in Part 2, it is obvious that, despite the high
elasticities found in Table 3.6, the nature of the service does not permit the
achievement of productivity gains coupled with increases in employment,
which tend to characterise manufacturing industries in a growing economy.
Indeed, the relationship between output growth and employment growth ill
the present sample of post offices Over the period covered was extremely weak:
the correlation coefficient is a mere o’222. This implies that many offices were
operating at less than full capacity, which further reduces the potential for
realising dynamic economies of scale as a result of the application of new
technology, the factor which Kennedy singled out as the principal source of
productivity growth in manufacturing industry.

47. One reason which might be thought to give rise to the differences between the findings reported
here and those given by Kennedy, are that the latter deal with a cross section of different industries;
Whereas in studying the postal services we are considering a cross section of dii~etent "plants" (i,e., post

offices) within the same "firm" (albeit in a monopoly position, so that the firm and the industry are
identical). HoweVer, while this fact means that the two sets of results are not directly comparable, it is
unlikely to be quantitatively important, since, as may bo seen from a comparison of the third and
fourth columns of Table 3.5, the behaviour of the postal "industry" as a whole is very similar to the
average behaviour of the individual ~plants" within it.
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A final consideration relating to the results in Table 3.6 concerns the inclusion
as an independent ratable of the average annual growth rate of population
density ineach office catchment area. On the basis of the argumentinsecti0n

3.3 concerning the effects of greater agglomeration of population on postal
productivity, we would expect the coefficient of this variable to have a positive
sign. (In fact, the population density of office catchment areas fell on average
over the period: as shown in Table 3.5, the mean Value of Pis o.68 per
cent; however, the argument is symmetric: we would expect this fall to have
a negative influence on postal productivity.)

Surprisingly, however, the coefficient of the population density variable is
negative in Table 3.6 and it is also completely insignificant. The hypothesis
that faster rates of growth in population density should be associated with faster
rates of growth in postal productivity must therefore be rejected, at least for
changes in post offices over time.: However, it is still possible that a better

measure of changes in the dispersion of an office catchment area’s population
might be positively related: to the change in productivity. Indeed, one possible
rationalisation for the negative coefficients found here is that the declines in

population density represented falls in the numbers living in outlying districtS,
permitting greater concentration of resources on more densely populated
districts which, from the post office’s point of view, are cheaper to service.
Some very tentative evidence for this explanation is provided by the fact that
the average annual growth rate of population density in each office catchment
area is positively related.to its population in both i95i and ~966 (r- o.29o

(i95i) and 0.382 (I966)). In other words, the more populated areas tended to
have faster rates of growth of population density~ over the ,period : the national
population, though falling in absolute terms, was therefore becoming more
spatially concentrated, thus exerting a positive influence on the productivity

of postal employees.

3.5 Production Functions for Post Offce Operations, i965

Having examined the behaviour of labour productivity in Irish post offices
between I951 and I965~ we now wish to specify and estimate production
functions for post office operationsina single year, I965. The first issue which
must be resolved is the measurement of Output. As in the last section, output is
measured in physical units, by the sum of pieces posted and delivered in each
office catchment area. This raises the problem, however, that the dependent
variable is a measure of actual output, whereas a production function is Usually
taken as a relationship between the quantities offact0rs of production employed
and the maximum output which they can prodtme. In other Words, a produc-
tion function is usually considered to determine the level of capacity Output,
which is not necessarily equal to actual output; in the present study this is
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especially relevant in the light of the suggestion in the last section that many
Irish post offices may be working at less than full capacity. Unfortunately,
while noting the potential gravity of the problem, there is little that can be
done about it, since no information on the degree of capacity utilisation in
Irish post offices is available. In order to interpret the results given in this
section, it is therefore necessary to assume that the degree of under-utilisation
of capacity is the same in all offices.

Turning next to the measurement of factor inputs, it would be highly
desirable to have information on the quantity of all the factors of production
employed in each office. Unfortunately, however, the only factors for which
data were available were labour, broken down into indoor staff and outdoor
(delivery) staff, and transport vehicles.48 Furthermore, data on both these
factors were only available for a single year, i966. No data whatsoever were
available on other factors; in particular on the volume of office floor space,
and the value of capital equipment in each office. The omission of the latter
is perhaps not too serious, given the relative lack of mechanisation of the postal
services; however the former variable, office floor space, is likely to be of
considerable importance in the provision of postal services, and is almost
certainly substitutable to some extent for the other included factors. Accord-
ingly, the orrdssion of this variable may be expected to bias the estimated
coefficients of labour and transport vehicles, though little can be said about
the direction and magnitude of the bias.

Having selected the factors of production for inclusion in the equation, the
next problem is the choice of functional form of the production function.
Because of the severe data limitations on this study and the resulting specifica-
tion errors, it was thought that little would be gained by experimenting with
very complicated production functions. Accordingly, attention was confined
to the familiar Cobb-Douglas function. This has the limitation that it implies
a value for the elasticity of substitution between factors of unity, a reasonable
but restrictive assumption. The degree of returns to scale, on the other hand,
was not constrained to unity, but was estimated directly from the data.

The final specification problem concerned the inclusion of population
variables, to test the hypothesis advanced in section 3.3 that the degree of
dispersion of an area’s population should affect the productivity of the factors
employed in that area’s post office. This hypothesis was tested in the simplest
possible way: the relevant variables were assumed to shift the production
function in a multiplicative fashion, leading to the estimation of equations
linear in the logarithms of all variables. Of course, more elaborate specifications
could have been attempted, such as allowing the measures of population

48. For details on the measurement of these variables, see Appendix B.
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dispersal to shift the production function in a non-neutral manner or to affect
the value of the elasticity of substitution between factors. However, these
formulation~ were not investigated in the present study.

The equations estimated took the form (with~ all variables expressed as
natural logarithms) :

log Q %+at!og FI-~... -+-t~k log Fk--~-fll log Pt+. ¯ ¯ +fl, log P,+u.

Qis a scalar measure of output, equal to the sum of pieces posted and delivered
by the relevant office in t965; the Fl represent k factors of production; and
the P l are r indices of population dispersal. In practice, two measures of the
latter were tested: the population density in each office catchment area, and
the proportion of the area’s population living in urban areas.

The equations~ actually estimated are presented in Table 3.7, the 0nly
feature of note being the inclusion of ~ai, the sum of estimated factOr co-

efficients, along with its estimated standard error, calculated in the usual
manner.4’ This permits the hypothesis of Constant returns to scaleto be tested.
It may be seen that in all cases ~aiis within one standard error of unity,
implying that the data do not permit us to reject the null hypothesis of constant
returns to scale,

It is apparent from Table 3.7 that the contribution of labour to the produc-
tion of postal services, as measured by its estimated coefficient, is c0nsiderably
greater than that of transport vehicles. This is as we would expect, in the light
of the high degree of labour intensity of the service. The coefficients of both
variables are Significant at the Io per cent level or more in all equations, and
are little affected by the inclusion of additional variables. Both measures of
population dispersal also perform well; however the variable U, measuring the
proportion of population living in urban areas, yields larger and more signi-
ficant coefficients than D, the population density of each catchment area. In
addition, when both are included in the same equation (e.g. equation G4)
there is some evidence of multicollinearity, implying that the data do not
permitus to distinguish between the separate influences of the two variables.5°

The one disappointing feature of the table~is the poor performance of the
disaggregated labour variables: despite the nominal significance of both
variables in equations G5 to G8, their excessive interdependence (r -: 0"954)
leads to a high degree of multicollinearity in these equations, and so renders
their coefficient estimates highly suspect.

In the light of Table 3-7, which of the estimated production functions can
be chosen as most satisfactory? It is evident that the attempt to distinguish the

49. For example, when two factors are included in the equation, the standard error of Z’ai is the
square root of: var a~ + var as + o coy a~aj.

5°. The simple correlation coefficient between their logarithms is .685,



TABLE 3"7 : Cobb-Douglas production functions for 49 head post offces, 1965

Regression Coefficients Ia~ (standard
Equation No. (t-values in parentheses) error in ~ z    Ghi Square

parentheses)
Intercept log L log L1 log L2 log V    log D    log U

L~

0

0

GI -o8x .874 "x67 x-o4a         -800 30-58
(.20) (8"32) (I’79) (’075)

G2 --I.565 .828 "I47 "44o "975 -891 28.86
(3"94) (m’59) (2.i2) (6"24) (’057)

G3 --x.8oi .820 q46 .612 -965 "937 29"03
(6"x5) (I3"85) (2"77) (Io’o7) (’o43)

G4 --x’998 "814 q43 "I42 "5o3 "957 "941 I2"93"
(6.68) (x4-22) (2.8x) (2.04) (6-33) (’042)

G5 "644 :-.264 x.224 -xo6 x-o65 .842 1.94"*
(2.16) (x’25) (5"25) (x’24) (’o67)

G6 --’767 .o86 -79x -x2o "376 "996 "897 I"54"*
(2-o7) (’46) (3"82) (x-74) (5"o2) (-o56)

G7 --I. x I x "253 "592 - 131 -57° -976 -938 1.48**
(3"98) (~’74) (3"6I) (2"46) (8"43) (’043)

G8 --x-3x6 "29x "544 .i32 .x28 -48I "967 "94x "75**
(4-46) (2"02) (3"35) (2"53) (x-8o) (5"83) (’o43)

t~

C

o

;..]

Notes: lat : Thesum of factor coefficients for each equation. The standard error permits a test of the hypothesis ofcoustant returns to scale ( Ia~ = x).
All logarithms are natural logarithms.

Variables:
log Q = Independent variable: log of average of postlngs and deliveries for each post office in a representative week of 1965.

L : Total postal staff employed in each office catchment area, x966.
L1 : Delivery staff employed, x966.
L2 = Indoor postal staff (sorters, administrators, etc.) employed I966.
V = Number of vehicles in use, 1966.
D = Population density in office catchment area, x966.
U = Proportion of population in catchment area living in urban areas, x 966.
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separate contributions of the two labour variables must be judged a failure.
The same applies to a lesser extent to the two measures of population dispersal,
population density and urban population as a proportion of total population;
although a case could be made for retaining both variables as distinct influences
tending to raise the productivity of factors employed in post offices, it seems
preferable to look on their effects as being mutually reinforcing, and so to
retain only one in the final equation.51 On the basis of all these considerations,
therefore, the most satisfactory production function is equation G3, containing
as independent variables the total numbers of staff employed and of transport
vehiclesin ~e in each office, as well as the proportion of the population of its
catchment area living in urban areas. It may be mentioned’that the residuals
from this equation show no evidence of misspecification; in particular, the
simple correlation coefficient between the absolute values of the residuals and
the values of the dependent variable predicted by the equation, is o.217,
indicating that there is no evidence of heteroscedasticity in the disturbances.

In conclusion, the results of this section are open to a number of criticisms,
many of which centre on the data used: not only was it impossible to obtain
data on some inputs, but the measures of those variables which were included
are somewhat inadequate. Nevertheless, despite these limitations, this explora-
tory study has shown that it is possible to estimate production functions for
Irish post offices which are statistically satisfactory and from which economically
meaningful conclusions may be drawn. Among the latter should be included:
the confirmation of the overwhelming importance of labour in the production
process, the evidence in favour of constant returns tO scale, and the corrobora-
tion of the hypothesis that an office’s productivity is influenced by the spatial
distribution of the population in the catchment area which it serves. Finally,
the production functions which have been estimated may also be Used to
construct an index of productivity for each individual post office, and this
application is discussed further in the next section.

3.6 Evaluating the Performance of Individual Post Offces
The last section has shown how estimated production functions may be used

to throw light on the conditions of production in Irish post offices. A further
application of these results which may. be made is to use them in evaluating
the performance of individual post offices. This is a potentially valuable
applicati0n, since it is particularly important that objective measures of
performance be devised for individual plants in public sector enterprises. For,
to quote Feldstein (i967), p. 9, there is a danger that "sheltered from the

5I. The fact that these two sets of variables are the principal source ofmulticollinearity in equation
G8 was confirmed by a detailed application of the tests suggested by Farrar and Glauber (x967) to
this equation.
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competitive forces that impel cost reduction and lacking the incentive to
efficiency provided by the profit motive, the managers of public establishments
may fail to achieve a standard of operation comparable to that of private
industry".

As a preliminary to deriving performance indicators, it is necessary first to
digress in order to discuss various criteria which might be used in assessing
post office performance)~ From the point of view of post office management,
an obvious criterion of performance for an individual office is the costs incurred
by it. It is not sufficient to look simply at the total costs incurred however, for
obviously an office which handles more than the average volume of mail will
have above average costs. What is required is a measure which relates the
actual costs incurred in each office to the costs which would have been
"expected" on the basis of the volume of business handled by it. Such a measure,
known as a costliness index, could be derived by taking the ratio of actual
costs in each office to the costs predicted by an estimated cost function. Offices
with values greater than unity on this index would then be judged to be above
average in costliness.

Unfortunately, as explained in the last section, the data available for this
study did not permit the estimation of cost functions. Nevertheless, some
progress along these lines is possible because differences in costliness between
offices can be attributed in turn to three separate influences:

(I) Differences in Factor Prices

(2) Differences in Productivity

(3) Differences in Input Efficiency.

The first of these influences requires no explanation: obviously higher factor
prices will lead to higher costs, other things being equal. However, it is unlikely
that very substantial differences in relative factor prices will occur within a
comparatively small and homogeneous country such as Ireland. In any case
no data on factor prices were available for this study, so this influence has
perforce been ignored.

The second influence, productivity, refers to the volume of output which can
be produced with various quantities of factors. Thus, of two offices, the one
with higher productivity will require less of some or all inputs to produce a
given output: in terms of the isoquant diagram, the isoquants of the more
productive office will be closer to the origin than those of the less pro-
ductive. Productivity, in this context, is, therefore, a matter of avoiding wastage

52- The following discussion draws extensively from Feldstein (I967), section 2.4, and Merewitz
(x969), chap. 6.
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or under-utilisation of any resources, for which reason it is sometimes referred
to as "technical efficiency.’’~

Input efficiency, o_n_ the other hand, refers to the choice of the least costly
technique of producing a good from among all the alternative techniques
which can be classed as technically efficient. This choice will therefore hinge
on the prices of the differeot factors of production, i.e. if the price of a particular
factor is high, it will not pay to adopt a process which uses a great deal of that
factor, even though this process may be e~eient in a technical or engineering
sense. In terms of the isoquant diagram, aU the points on a given isoquant are
equal from the point of view of productivity; but given a particular ratio of
factor prices, as summarised by the slope of the isocost curve, only one of those
points willmaximise input efficienoy, and thus minirnise total cost.

One implication of the distinction between productivity and input efficiency
is that looking at Output per head alone is~ not a very reliable guide to the
performance of an individual office. This may be seen by considering the
following question: if the levels of total mail per person employed irt two post
offices which face identical operating conditions (as measured by, inter alia,
volume of mail handled and population density) differ, what does this tel! us
about the re!ative efficiency of the two offices? The answer is that it tells
nothing unambiguously. One office may be using more labour to handle a
given volume of mail than another because its employees are lazier, i.e. less
productive or technically less efficient, than those in the second office. Alterna-
tively, both offices may be equally productive, ~and the difference between
them may be due to the fact that the second ioffice has more motorised transport
than the first and so needs less labour (in other words, the two offices have
different factor proportions). But using so much transport equipment may not
be the cheapest means of delivering a given volume of mail, especially if the
price of transport is particularly high. In such a situation the Office which
employs more labour per unit of total mail may, in fact, be superior from the
point Of view of input efficiency~ This hypothetical example is perhaps a fairly
fanciful one. However, it does emphasise the fact that, in evaluating the
performance of a post office, it is not enough to look at the observed produc-
tivity of labour alone. Rather, both the total productivity of all the factors
employed, as well as the efficiency with which they are combined, in the light
of prevailing factor prices, must be considered, especially where there is con-
siderable potential for substitution between factors.

Unfortunately, because no cost data were available, it was not possibleto
estimate an index of input efficiency for each post office. However, from the
estimated production functions, it is possible to construct an index ofproduc-

5.$. Some Jtuthor! u~ the terms technical efficic~acy ~tnd economic efficiency rather than productivity
and input efficiency. See Merewltz (i97i) p. 508 for references.    ~ ...........
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tivity for each office. Taking the amilog of the predicted value of the dependent
variable for each observation gives the volume of output which that office
could be "expected" to handle on the basis of the quantities of factors it employs
and the spatial characteristics of the area it serves. Therefore the ratio of the
actual output of each office to this "expected" or "average" output gives an
index of that office’s productivity. The expected value of this index is unity,
values above unity indicate an office of above average productivity, and con-
versely for values below unity.

Since the most satisfactory production function in the last section was
equation G3 in Table 3.7, this ihncfion has been used to calculate productivity
indices for each office, and the distribution of index values is set out in Table
3.8. It is apparent that the majority of offices have indices which lie within
the range 0.85 to I.I5. However, there are a number of offices outside this
range: seven are substantially above average in productivity, and five are
substantially below average.5. In the case of those offices with low productivity,
the present analysis would suggest that further investigation on the part of the
postal authorities into the causes of their apparently poor performance might
be fruitful. The reasons might be purely statistical: for example the data
available for those offices might be subject to error. However more substantive
forces might be at work: the offices involved may have been operating con-
siderably below capacity in I966; or they may have been endowed with
inadequate quantities of equipment or outdated premises; or, finally, their
managements may have been below average in efficiency. It is obviously
important for the postal authorities to find out which, if any, of these causes
were operating; and the answers to such questions may be of considerable use
in deciding on future budgetary allocations.

Of course, decisions based on the values of the productivity index will only
be as reliable as the underlying production function from which they are
derived. Accordingly, all the reservations put forward in section 3.5 should be
kept in mind in interpreting the results of this section. As a final check on these
results, the productivity indices from a number of the production functions in
Table 3.7 were calculated and compared. The resulting correlation coefficients
are presented in Table 3.9, along with the correlations between these indices
and the residuals from equation FI in Table 3.6. The latter residuals are a
crude measure of the extent to which the growth in labour productivity in
each office between I95i and i965 was above or below what might have been
expected on the basis of the growth in mail volume handled over the same
period. Since it has already been pointed out that labour productivity is not

54. The projected value of the productivity index for Dublin is o.25. However, this is probably
better interpreted as an indication of the very different conditions of production prevailing in Dublin
(see the discussion at the beginning of section 3.4), than as evidence of extraordinarily high productivity
of those factors employed in Dublin.
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TA~L~. 3.8 : Distribution of values of productivity index derived from production function G3

Range°fValues~>’7 "7-’75:75-’8 "8"85 "85~"9 "9-’95 "95-x’o l;°-x’°5 I’°5-l:x I’I-I’I5    I*I5-I’2 x’2-1"25 x’~5-x"3 x-3< Total

Frequency      x     2     x     x     5 9 5 3 8 7 3 3 -- i     49

Note: Each frequency gives the number of offices for which the values of the productivity index for x 966, derived from equation G3, Table 3.7, fall
within the relevant range. See text for further details. Calculation of the standard errors of forecast for each office showed that all index values
below 0.8 are significantly less than unity and all but one of-those above 1.2 are significantly greater than unity, at the 9° per cent level at least.
Details of these results are given in a confidential appendix to this section, available on request from the author.

TABLE 3.9: Correlation coefficients between alternative productivity indices

I

2

3
4
5

Equation from Which Productivity
Index is derived

Correlation Coe~ents

Table 3-7, equation Gx 1.0
.... equation G3 "523
,, ,, equation G4 -49~°

equation G8 "475
Table 3.6, equatioix Fx --.o96

I’O

"957 I.o
"937 "983 x.o
¯ o37 .087 .o69 I’O

;>

t~

Notes: Productivity indices derived from equations in Table 3-7 are the actual volume Of output in each office in 1966, divided by the volume predicted
by the production function in question.
Productivity index derived from equation FI in Table 3;6 isthe difference between the actual average annual growth rate of labour productivity
in each office from i951 to 1966, and the growth rate predicted by the equation.
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an adequate measure of total productivity, it is not surprising to find that there
is no relation between these residuals and the various productivity indices.

However, there is considerably more consistency between the different
productivity indices. The index from equation OI is somewhat exceptional:
the correlation between it and the index from equation G3 is only 0.523. This
implies that making allowances for the spatial characteristics of a post office’s
catchment area, as measured by the proportion of its population living in
urban areas, makes a substantial difference to the offices which should be
regarded as above or below average in productivity. However, the three indices
from equations O3, G4 and G8 are very highly correlated, so it may be con-
cluded that the precise specification of a catchment area’s spatial characteristics
or an office’s labour input makes little difference to one’s assessment of that
office’s productivity.

3.7 Summary
Part 3 began with a descriptive survey of the structure of aggregate post

office costs, which was found to be relatively similar to the cost structure of the
American and British postal services. The main features in common appeared
to be: the high degree of labour intensity; the relative equality of average costs
for different mail classes; a structure of postal rates which is unrealistic from
the point of view of a policy of average cost pricing in that it does not reflect
this similarity in average costs for different mail categories; and only fairly
minor differences in the functional breakdown of costs for different mail
categories, with first class mail costing proportionately less to collect and deliver
and more to handle.

Not only the cost structure but the actual level of average costs in the postal
services of the three countries was found to be relatively similar. Given that
labour costs in the United States are much higher than those in Ireland, this
would seem to imply that the Irish postal services are less efficient than the
American services. However, it was argued that this is not necessarily the case,
since the United States post office serves a larger and more concentrated
population, and, most importantly, since the quality of the services it provides
is appreciably lower than that provided by the Irish postal services.

Turning from aggregate postal costs to production in individual post offices,
labour productivity in the postal services as a whole was found to have increased
by 2"I7 per cent per annum over the period I95I-65. It was noted that pro-
ductivity in Dublin was considerably higher than in the rest of the country,
though its rate of increase between I951 and I965 was slower than elsewhere.
The growth rates of labour productivity in different offices were closely
associated with the corresponding growth rates in output. However, the
estimated elasticity involved was quite high, ranging from o.66 to o’77, and
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the growth rates in output were almost totally unrelated to the growth rates
of employment in corresponding offices. This behaviour, though not too
dissimilar to the experience 0fIrish industry in the period i95o-59, is extremely
different from that found by most previous studies of manufacturing and
service industries, in Ireland and elsewhere. It was argued that this difference
reflected the conditions of production in Irish post offices: because of the
nature of the services provided, the relatively small scale of operations, and the
sluggish growth in demand, increases in postal productivity have, arisen more
from declines in staff employed than from the exploitation of dynamic econo-
mies of scale, suchas tend to characterise manufacturing industry in a growing
economy.

Production functions for Irish post offices in a single year were then estimated.
The results suggested that economies due to increased scale of operations are
not important in head post offices; however economies due to increased
agglomeration of population do appear to be significant, though the precise
channels by which such economies arise could not be ascertained with the
data available.

Finally, the estimated production functions were applied to derive indices
of productivity for each post office. These indices are potentially useful as
performance criteria~ at office level: low values of the index imply below-
average productivity, which may be caused by serious under-utilisation of
capacity, inadequate or obsolete equipment and premises, or a host of other
reasons. Whichever of these factors is operating, the indices should be a useful
tool in deciding on future budgetary allocations and modernisation programmes.



Part 4

Implications for Postal Profitability and Finances

TU~. findings of Parts 2 and 3 have been summarised in sections 2.7 and

3.7 respectively, and so it is unnecessary to repeat them here. The paper
therefore concludes with a discussion, in the light of these findings, of the likely
future trends in post office profits, and of the implications of these trends for
the financing of the postal services.

Looking first at postal revenue, the econometric results in Part 2 were used
to generate a range of forecasts of mail volume, which are presented and
discussed in section 2.6. In general these forecasts predict growth rates in mail
volume of between 1.2 per cent and 4 per cent per annum, depending on the
assumptions made about the independent variables, with the actual rate of
growth moderately sensitive to different growth rates of income, and relatively
insensitive to different rates of increase in postal charges.

The last finding should not be interpreted to mean however that charges
could be increased indefinitely without having any adverse effects on demand.
In the first place, the degree of responsiveness which is being discussed is a long
run effect; nothing in what has been said negates the possibility that the short-
run impact on mail volume of even fairly moderate increases in charges might
be substantial. Secondly, it should be emphasised that the relationships which
have been estimated can only be presumed to hold when the relevant variables
are close to the range over which they have varied within the sample period.
Thus, these relationships could not be relied upon to accurately predict the
effects of a large departure of postal charges from their historic levels.55

For these reasons, the fact that mail volume does not appear to be very
sensitive to price should not be taken as justifying very large increases in charges.
(Of course, this discussion is concerned exclusively with real prices; increases
in postal charges which merely keep pace with average inflation involve no
increase in real charges).

Another aspect of the demand forecasts which may be mentioned, is that
they predicted a continuation of the tendency for second class mail to grow
at a faster rate than first class. This latter fact is of some interest for two reasons.
First, since second class mail appeared to be even less responsive to price than

55. In technical terms, the point at issue is that the standard error of forecast (measuring the
unreliability of the forecast) increases with the distance of the Values of the exogenous variables from
their within-sample means.

8I
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first class, it implies that the price elasticity of total mail is likely to fall gradually
over time. Secondly, it may be recalled that the average costs of the two mail
classes appeared from Table 3.3 to be marginally different. If the average cost
of second class mail has remained higher than that of first class, and if their
marginal costs bear the same relationship to one another, then the increasing
relative importance of second class mail is likely to accelerate the rate of
increase of aggregate post office costs.

So much for the implications for postal revenue of the forecasts of mail
volume given in section 2.6. As for future trends in costs, it seems likely that
they will continue to grow at a faster rate than average consumer prices if
present tendencies continue. This is so because of the exceptionally high degree
of labour intensity of the services, and also because of the limited scope for
increasing productivity. Both of these aspects have been remarked upon
throughout Part 3, and they make it inevitable that pressure for increases in
real wages will tend to raisepostal costs more quickly than the rate of increase
in consumer prices.

The effect of these likely trends in demand and costs on post office profits
will obviously depend on the objectives being pursued by the department and
on the pricing policies these objectives force them to adopt. In the past the
post office’s accepted objective has been to cover its costs on a 10ng term basis.
This has involved a policy of average cost pricing on its services as a whole
(though, as noted in section 3. I, the policy was not applied tO the pricing of
individual services). As a result, recurrent increases in postal charges have been
necessary in order to erase the deficits brought about by wage increases while
at the same time avoiding any deterioration in the standards of services.
Moreover, this trend is likely to continue, with the rate of growth of postal
charges tending towards equality with the difference between the rate of
growth of labour earnings, and the rate of growth of labour productivity.5e

In the light of this discussion it is evident that the major problem facing the
Department is how to increase productivity and moderate the rate of increase
in’costs. Apart from some fairly minor cost savings which mightbe achieved by
reorganising certain services, there appear to be two possible ways in which
savings could be-made: greater mechanisati0n of the service, or reductions in
the standard of postal services.

The first policy, which has been advocated as a solution to the problems of
rising costs faced by the postal administrations of other countries/is to increase

56. It may be mentioned in passing that this conclusion--~quality of the rate of growth of prices
and the difference between the rates of growth of earnings and labour productivity--is often assumed

to be self-evident at both macro and micro levels. That such is notthe case is shown by the stringent
assumptions which are nece~ary for the conclusion to hold: a high degree iof labour intensity; little
potential for factor substitution (or for the shedding of surplus labour) ; and a policy Of average cost

pricing (whether permitted by a low price elasticity of demand, or enforced by budgetaryguidelines).
In the case of postal Services, however, these assumptions appear to be approximately valid.
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the degree of mechanisation and automation of postal work. The extreme
labour intensity of the postal services has already been commented on--though
it is arguable that mechanisation could be accelerated even with the existing
level of technology. Moreover, while postal technology has hitherto developed
relatively slowly, because of the individual treatment required for each item,
there are indications that a break-through in mail processing techniques may
be imminent. In economic terms this is a perfectly logical development, i.e.
as the price of labour rises relative to that of other factors of production, it
pays to substitute automated machinery tbr labour (at least from the organisa-
tion’s point of view, though the same would not necessarily be true if correct
allowance was made for social costs and benefits). However, the feasibility of
such a policy is a problem for the postal engineer rather than the economist.
Unfortunately, their findings suggest that the scale of postal operations in
Ireland, with the exception of the Central Sorting Office in Dublin, is not
sufficient to permit savings from automation. Further, the impact of techno-
logical developments is most likely to be felt at the mail handling stage;
whereas, as can be seen from Table 3.4, the position in this country is that the
major cost element is delivery--an area in which nlechanisation can have
considerably less impact.

Given that productivity increases which can be achieved by greater mech-
anisation are questionable and possibly not of great magnitude, the only
remaining potential source of cost savings lies in reducing the standards of
postal services or, alternatively, forcing customers to bear some of the costs of
handling the mail.5~ Here the Department is at present considering a number
of changes; separate studies are being carried out to test their acceptability to
the public, and also to try and quantify the economic costs anct benefits they

may bring. In the context of the present paper, not very much can be said
about their likely effects; for example their impact on demand, if any, cannot
be predicted, though it is conceivable that a major deterioration in standards
of service would lead to a switch away from the mails by regular users. Nor

can their impact on labour productivity be forecast; this would require a more
careful study, at the level of individual workers, of the operation of the mail
services.

Whatever about their likely effects, it appears that major changes in the
standard of services are the only certain way of avoiding or at best mitigating
either steady increases in postal charges or a major change in the method of
financing the postal services. As far as the latter is concerned, the most obvious
expedient is an explicit subsidy of the mails out of general taxation. However,

57. Examples of the former are, reductions in the frequency of collections and delivery, delivery to
roadside boxes rather than to individual doors as at present, and so on. Examples of the latter include
giving reductions in price and/or in delivery time, to presorted mail, to mail sent in standard-size
envelopes or with coded addresses, etc.
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it is not the only one. A second possible move would be to bring charges on
individual mail classes into line with their average costs, thus ending the
effective subsidisation of second class mail noted in section 3. i. Finally, a third
option is suggested by thetentative econometric evidence in section 2.3 that
postal traffic is positively related to telephone call charges; in other words, that
postal and telephone services are competitive in demand. If this is true, it
suggests that postal and telephone charges should be set so as to take account
of such interactions; which opens up the possibility of permitting cross-
subsidisation between the two services. (It will be recalled that telephone
services are relatively more profitable than postal services.) This cannot
necessarily be rejected on efficiency grounds, since it is by no means certain
that a global financial constraint is a satisfactory method of ensuring efficiency
in operation. Moreover, in the light of the’difficulties faced by the telephone
services in satisfying thedemand for telephone lines, there may be something
to be said for a rate structure which would discriminate against telephone
services and in favour Of postal services (which do not face any supply
constraints).

The merits or otherwise of these different methods of financing are beyond
the scope of the present paper. Moreover, the econometric results on which
these suggestions are based are fairly tentative. In any ease, it need hardly be
said that their implications should be studied from a number of points of view
before their adoption is seriously considered. For the present~ they remain the
only apparent alternatives to the dilemma faced by the Department, of either
regular increases in postal charges at a faster rate than increases in general
prices, or a gradual running down of the Standards of services.



APPENDIX A

Evidence on Personal Demand for Postal Services

from Household Budget Inquiries

A a prelude to attempting to estimate econometric relationships using
.aggregate data, it was of some interest to look at the information concerning

household demand for postal services, given by the two Household Budget
Inquiries carried out by the Central Statistics Office in 1951-52 and 1965-66.
From the point of view of studying and forecasting total demand for postal
services, these data are not very useful, since the inquiries relate only to urban
households, and so they give no information on the behaviour of rural house-
holds, nor of business and government users. Nevertheless, since urban house-
holds do account for a substantial proportion of total mail volume, the trends
apparent from these data are of interest in themselves, and may suggest some
hypotheses about the behaviour of total mail.

Table A.I gives expenditure on postage and on telephone and telegrams
(henceforth referred to simply as "telephones") from both inquiries, both in
absolute form and as proportions of total expenditure, classified according to
town size and income.5s Looking first at the effect of the latter, it is evident
that expenditure on both postage and telephones increases steadily with

income. However, when expressed as a proportion of total expenditure, outlay
on postage increases with income in the earlier sample but decreases with it in
the latter. This suggests that the cross-section income-elasticity has fallen
markedly over the period, and was less than unity in I965-66.~9 By contrast
the proportion of expenditure devoted to telephones rises markedly with income
in both samples. One possible explanation for these phenomena is the avail-
ability of telephones: it is reasonable to hypothesise that the higher the income
group the greater the number of people in it who possess telephones, and also
that between the two samples the number of telephone owners in all groups

58. Expenditure classified by income unfortunately cannot be directly compared between the two
surveys, since the income classifications used differ: in the I951-5° inquiry it is weekly income per
person, and in the I965-66 inquiry, weekly income per household. However the very last row in the
table has been included to show that, for the I965-66 inquiry, average income per person rises broadly
in line with total household income. Consequently, for practical purposes, the differences between the
two income classifications are not of major importance.

59. In principle, these elasticities could have been estimated directly from the data. However, the
relative unreliability of the data at this level of disaggregafion, and the fact that expenditure on
postage alone could not be cross-classified by income and household size, suggested that precise estimates
of the income elasticity would not be very reliable.
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TABLE A.I :.Ex~diture by urban households on postage, telephone and telegrams in x95x-52 and x965--66, classified by town size co
and income

lg61-62 Postage 0"88
Telel~ones and telegrams 0"89
Total expenditure 215"85

. l~pot.tian {% ) of total
e~mditure ou:

Postage "408
Telephone and telegrams "181

1965-66 Postage 1.9,6 1.06
Telephone and teleggan~ 1"88 2.82
Total expeudtmm 424.10 454.52
Pmportian (%) of total

expenditure on:
Postage .297 "233
Telephone and telegrams .4~18 "020

Average gross weekly
income per person 110,43

Ov~ 1,r~o0- UmJ~
10,000 10,000 1,500

U,,~.r so/- SOl.to sol- so/.to so/. SO/. a~ over

0"79 0"72 1"01 1"20 0"84
0"57 0"49 0"08 0"11 0"02

243"11 204"14 18"99 185"96 115"60

0"82 1"01 1"60
0"08 0"38 1.18

177"96 243"07 837"81

"825 "358 .582 "647 .294 "348                   "414                 "474
"234 "240 "240 "069 "107 "017 "156 "850

C-ross wee~y kouselwld inc, om~

£4 £7 £10 £15 £20 £25 £30 £40 £50
and and and and and and and    and. and

Under under under under under under under under under over
£4 £7 £10 £15 /.20 £25 £30 ~40 £so

1-28 1"48 1-50 0"56 0"68 0"84 0’99 1"18 1"28 1"31 2"15 2"37     3"30
1’41    1"11 0’86 0"22 0"32 0"37 0"72 1"27 2"28 2"70 3"78 4"67 7"66

427"33 397"55 873"55 87"02 153"11 222’92 299-92 391"50 490"74 558"08 092"15 788.69 1,022"07

¯300    "372
¯ 380 "270

¯ 402    -644    .411     "377    "330    "206    "261    "235     "311    "300     -225
¯ 230    "253 "290 "166 "240 "324 "465 "484 "543    -592 "749

98-87 89’25 79"15 44"98 51"18 65"97 67"70 82-52 95"11 101"73 131"24    157"58 253"43

Not~: Expenditure data are in shillings. All data are takea from the Houscliold Budget Inquiries, 1951-52 and 1965-60, published by the CSO. Figures for total expenditure in the
1951-52 inquiry have ber~ adjusted to exclude social security contributions Iwhich in the 1965-68 inquiry were treated as a form of direct taxation and so not included in
tota; expenditure).
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has increased. This would suggest that variables representing telephone avail-
ability should be incorporated in estimating demand equations for total mail
volume, and so this is done in sections 2.3 and 2.4.

As for the effect of town size, it is noticeable that in both samples expenditure
on postage falls, and expenditure on telephones rises both absolutely and
proportionally with increases in town size. It is possible that town size is itself
a determinant of dentand; one might plausibly argue that since greater urban
agglomeration is more conducive to face-to-face communication, it develops a
preference for verbal rather than written contact. It is more likely however
that this variability with town size reflects the fact that the underlying deter-
minants of demand themselves vary with town size.e° Again, the hypothesis
that telephones are more widespread among upper than lower-income groups,
and among users in large than in small towns, would explain the behaviour
of the data.

Finally, it is clear that proportionally, expenditure on postage fell between
the two samples, while expenditure on telephones rose. This could be a result
of the rise in national income over the period, or of a change in the relative
prices of the two services, or once more of the greater availability of telephones
at the time of the second sample.

Because the sample data are less reliable at greater levels of disaggregation,
data on expenditure on the two categories are not available classified by both
town size and income. However, the published results of the inquiries do cross-
classify expenditure on the two categories combined in this way. While this
information is not very useful for present purposes, it is nevertheless of interest
to look at the income-expenditure (Engel) curves which both Leser (i964) and
Pratschke (i 969) have estimated from these data, cross-classified, not by income

and town size, but by income and household size. Their results are shown in
Table A.2.

Obviously, the two equations cannot be directly compared, since they differ
both in functional form and in the definitions of the variables used. However,
the expenditure elasticities implied by both equations are given in the last
column, and these can to some extent be compared. It is evident that this
elasticity has risen over the period (though on a statistical basis this inference

6o. It might be argued that these figures merely reflect the fact already mentioned that expenditure
on postage and telephones depends on income, since it can be seen from the table that total household
expenditure increases with town size. Presumably, therefore, average income per household (and per
person) also increase with town size--as the last row of the table shows, this is certainly true for t 965-66
(detailed data on income are not available for I95x-5~). Since the income elasticities for postage and
telephones in I965-66 are respectively less than and greater than one, this would explain the behaviour
of expenditure proportions as town size varies, at least for the i965-66 sample. However, it does not
explain their behaviour in the 195i-5~ sample, since despite a greater than unitary income elasticity
of expenditure on postage, and a positive relationsMp between income and town size, the *’town-size"
elasticity of expenditure on postage is actually negative. Consequently income is not the missing
"underlying determinant of demand" referred to in the text.
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TABLE A.2 : Relationships between average week~ household expenditure on postage, telephone

¯ and telegrams, and income and household size

Incluiry Researcher Estimated Equation

95 per cent confidence
region for ~elasticity

of expenditure on
R~ postage, etc., with

respect to total
expenditure

x952-53 Leser (x964) w ~ .ooi64+.oo32o log y+.ooot3 log ~ .719 x.654-.24
(5"7I) (.25)

I965-66 Pratschke (I969) log v = --8.964+x.825 log T--.859 log aV .968 x’83 4-.2I
09"oi) ~:: (9"76)

Key: w = proportion of’ total household expenditure devoted to postage, telephone and telegrams
(=v/r)

total expenditure per head (= T/~t’)
number of]persons in household (i.e., household size)
average household expenditure On postage, telephone and telegrams

~’= total househ01d expeaxditure

Figures in parentheses below estimated coefficients are t values.

is not a very definite one, since the 95 per cent confidence regions for the two
elasticity estimates overlap c0nsiderably).el As for the elasticity of expenditure
with respect to household size, from being insignificantly different from zero
in I951-52 it fails to a significantly negative value in i965::66; this change is
difficult to interpret howe,oct, and may simply be due to the: use Of different
variables for total expenditure in the equations.

In conclusion it is as well to re-emphasise that Household Budget Inquiry
data can only give broad indications as to the determinants Of total demand,
since they take no account of the behaviour of rural households nor of business
customers. Nevertheless, this brief look at the data has suggested some hypo-
theses which can be tested for their applicability t0 aggregate demand.

6I. The same point’that differences between two figures are not necessarily statistically signifieant-~
applies to all the data in Table A.t. Unfortunately the CSO does not give standard errors for cross-
classified Household Budget Inquiry data, so itis not possible to make precise staiements on this point.



APPENDIX B

Data Sources

B. I Data Referring to the Postal and Telephone Services

I. Detailed Mail Returns

THESe. returns are the principal and most detailed source of mail statistics:
each return gives a full account of pieces posted and delivered in a given

week, disaggregated into six main categories of mail and fifty-two head post
office districts.

This is an encouragingly large store of basic data; however it is by no means
ideal for econometric analysis. In the first place, returns were not taken every
year: only fourteen counts were taken since I949, of which only six refer to the
post-I96O period. A second and more serious drawback concerns the way in
which the data were manipulated. Since they were intended to indicate the
level of traffic in an "average" week, they were adjusted to allow for special
circumstances in the week of the actual count; yet no information is available
on the magnitude of the adjustments made, which were presumably subjective
and may have varied widely from one office to another. These average figures
were then aggregated over all fifty-two head post offices, and multiplied by a
common factor to give an estimate of the annual traffic. (The three weeks
preceding Christmas were assumed to have double the normal volume of
traffic, and so the factor chosen was fifty-five.) Thus, any errors in the original
data were magnified; and a further error was introduced, since the arbitrary
factor of fifty-five could hardly apply to all classes of mail. On the contrary,
post office experience suggests that it underestimated the total annual traffic
in printed papers and postcards, and may have overestimated that in letters
and newspapers.

A final difficulty with the returns is that they were not always taken at the
same time of the year. Of the fourteen returns available, twelve were taken in
the second half of October of the relevant year, one in mid-February and one
in late March. That the number of items of mail posted or delivered should be
subject to seasonal influences is only to be expected (the rush of mail at
Christmas already referred to is only one example). Consequently, it is not
clear to what extent the figures from different returns are comparable even
when considered as referring only to a particular week, and not necessarily to

89
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the "average" week in a year. Fortunately, some extraneous information is
available on this point, in the form of monthly data on sales of postage stamps
since i95i which are published by the CSO using data provided by the
Department of Posts and Telegraphs. This series is discussed further below,
as is the approximate method which the author used to deflate it, in order to
yield a series of Sales of postage stamps at constant prices,e* Both series were
then seasonally corrected using the X--zz method of the US Bureau of the
Census (Shiskin et al. (I967)), and the final seasonal factors derived by this
method are given in Table B.I.

TABLE B. I : X-- I I Seasonal correction factors for months of mail counts

Data on number of pieces of mail
posted refer to week ending

X I I Seasonal correction factors for
corresponding month.

(Average for each year-=- i oo)

Sales of postage stamps Sales of postage stamps
(value)            (volume)

27 October I95I
x8 October i952
i 7 October I953
I6 October I954
x5 October I955
19 October i957
x8 October I958
15 October I96o
2o October I962
22 February I964
16 October 1965
i 9 October x 968
x8 October x969

96"9 96"4
96-8. 96.3
96"8 96’4
96.5 96.2
96.6 97"5
97"4 97"5
97"7 97.8
97"7 97"7
96"2 95’9
89"3 89"3
92.o 93.2
93"o 97"I
94"3 98"9

It is evident from the table that the seasonal factor for October is extremely
stable; in other words, ignoring irregular or random fluctuations October tends
to account tbr a fairly constant proportion of real expenditure on postage
stamps in a given year (which with relatively little error we can equate to the
total volume of mail posted). As we would expect, this stability is more marked
in the case of the volume series, which is not distorted by large and irregular
increases in postal charges. However, the correction factor for February is
markedly different from the others. This suggests that the volume of mail

62. The author explains below his reservations about the accuracy of this deflated series. However in
his opinion they do not prevent its being used in the present context.
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posted in February is farther below the annual average than that in October.63

Consequently, treating the results of all the mail returns as if they referred to
the same magnitude is likely to lead to biased conclusions, unless it can be
assumed that the "averaging" process already referred to has in fact corrected
for this factor. However, since twelve of the fourteen observations available
refer to the same month, it seems likely that the bias involved is small.

Despite these three drawbacks, the mail returns are the basis of all official
mail statistics at least prior to i968. In this time they were found to be less than
satisfactory in revealing trends in the annual totals: a particularly unsatisfactory
feature being the crude and arbitrary method of grossing up the weekly figures
to give an annual total.64 With this exception, however, the Departmental
officials feel that the method of deriving the data was free of systematic error.
They may be accepted therefore as giving a reasonable picture of the break-
down of total mail between different categories and different post offices in a
"typical" week of each year (excluding exceptional periods such as the
Christmas rush, which affect different categories of mail to different degrees).
Accordingly, they form the basic data from which the demand functions in
Part 2 of this paper are estimated.

In addition to their use in the demand sections of the paper, the mail data
were also used to construct a measure of the output of each post office in I95i
and I965, equal to the sum of total pieces of mail posted and delivered. It
should be noted that this measure of output takes no account of the non-postal
work carried out in post offices (i.e., the provision of counter services such as
the sale of licences, dispensing of pensions, etc.) It also gives equal weight to
all classes of mail, thus implicitly assuming that the labour requirements of
different mail classes are the same. However, given the very high intercorrela-
tion between the various classes, as well as the relative equality of their average
costs shown in section 3.I of this paper, the error introduced by this approxima-
tion is unlikely to be great.

~. Time Series of Monthly Sales of Postage Stamps
The other major source of mail data, to which reference has already been

made, is the monthly series of average daily sales of postage stamps, one of

63. A cursory examination of the X--:rr seasonal correction Factors for March and April suggests
that the same problem may arise in the case of the count in the week ending 2 April x949, the only
one for Which contemporary data on the sales of postage stamps are not available. In this case, however,
the volume of mail is probably greater than in October, not less; viz., for x95I, the seasonal correction
factors for March and April are xo4.9 and 97"5 (value series) and Io6.9 and 99’5 (volume series).

64. In recent years the Department has introduced a system of sample surveys of mail traffic,
instead of attempting a complete enumeration of all items posted and delivered in a given week as the
detailed returns did. The results of these sample surveys have proved to he a more sensitive indicator
of fluctuations in the volume of mail than the earlier data, and they at present form the basis for most
Departmental estimates. However, because they are available for such a short period of time they are
not suitable for econometric analysis.
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sixty-six economic series published regularly by the Central Statistics Office.
The series is continuously available in its present form since i95i. Before that,
since I943 in fact, a similar series is published, the latter however is not strictly
comparable with the present one, since it excludes postage collected in cash.65

This series is therefore available for virtually the same length of time as the
data from the mail returns, and on a much more regular basis. Why then not
use it as a dependent variable in the demand study? One reason is that it is
not available on a disaggregated basis, broken down either by class of mail or
by area. A more serious drawback however is that the series as published
relates to expenditure in current price terms on postage, and so must be
deflated to yield a series for the volume of expenditure on postage. However,
to calculate a reliable deflator requires not just a knowledge of the number of
items in each mail category (which is given by the detailed mail returns). In
addition, it would be necessary to know the number of items in each weight
step within every category, because different weight classes are subject to very
different charges. Therefore, since such information was not available when this
part of the study was being carried out, it was decided to use only the detailed
mail returns to represent total mail volume in the econometric results described
in this paper.**

Some time after these results were obtained the author’s attention was
drawn to another source of data, which does in fact provide information on the
number of items in each mail category which fall into different weight steps.
The source in question is a series of detailed "distribution" returns, which are
normally taken some time after each change in charges. Unfortunately these
were not available in time to be of use in the results given in this paper.
However, since they permit the construction of considerably more accurate
price indices than the ones used to date, and So re-open the question of whether
to use the time series of stamp sales in preference to,the detailed mail returns,
it is hoped to use them in further work on this subject.

3. Price Indices for Different Mail Glasses
Statistics of postal charges were supplied to the author by the Department,

and are in any case easily available. However, as already mentioned, the data
available on posfings were not adequate for the construction of really accurate
price indices. Instead, therefore, the minimum charge (that on the lowest
weight step) was taken as representative of each category, and the required

65. Such items, i.e., those which are franked by machine and so do not require~ stamps, have been
growing in importance in recent years, mostly for commercial customers. Even in z95t to t953 (three
years for which both aeries are available), they accounted:for nearly 2o per cent Of postal revertue.

66. The figures shown in Table B.x for sales of postage stamps were derived using an approximate
deflator constructed by making the most plausible assumptions about the volume of mail in each
weight step.
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price indices were then constructed in the usual way (i.e. as Laspeyres indices,
using 1953 and 1968 postings as weights). This would not be appropriate to
the problem of the last section, namely the construction of a deflator for an
expenditure series. However, when the object is to construct a variable to
represent postal prices in a regression equation, this procedure is almost
certainly adequate, since the charges for different weight steps tend to vary
together.

4. Price Index of Telephone Charges
Charges for local calls and for trunk calls over various distances are easily

available,e~ However, quantity weights were available for only the broad
categories of local calls and total trunk calls. All trunk calls were therefore
assumed to have taken place over distances of between 35 and 5° miles in
length, and a price index was constructed by combining the charge for this
length of call with the local call charge, using the number of calls in 1953
and 1968 as weights.

5. Measures of Telephone Availability
Data on the number of telephones over time, and in different counties in

1966, were supplied to the author by the Department. In discussing the
number of telephones, the distinction between exchange lines and telephone
"stations" should be mentioned. The former is a connection with the public
exchange, either of a single phone or of a private exchange; the latter is "any
telephone, such as an extension on a Private Branch Exchange, from which a
call can be made to any other telephone on the system" (Litton (I961-62),

p. 92). The two series have tended to move very closely together, and either
seems a plausible variable to use as a proxy for the "availability" of telephone
services; the number of exchange lines was the one chosen for use in Part 2
of this paper.

A second measure of telephone availability which was used in the cross
section demand regressions was a dummy variable measuring the availability
of STD (Subscriber Trunk Dialling) in each geographical unit. This variable
was given a value between zero and unity depending on the proportion of the
major towns in each county where STD was available in October I965 (the
date to which the dependent variable refers). While the scaling of this variable
is obviously arbitrary, no information was available on the number of non-
coinbox telephones in each town. (At the period in question, only non-coinbox
telephones had access to STD facilities.)

67. Litton (I96I-6~), Table 8, gives telephone charges in detail up to I959.
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6. Statistics of Employees~and Transport Vehicles in Different Post Qfices
In studying differences in productivity and efficiency between different post

offices, it would have been preferable to have had full data on the quantities
and prices of all the factors of production available to each office. These would
have included the quantities of labour and capital equipment of different kinds
and the area of office floor-space,es However, the 0nly data at the author’s
disposal referred to the number of staff and of transport vehicles.

The data on staff numbers were available for both 1951 and 1966, and were
fairly comprehensive, being broken down into three categories. Under the
first category, indoor staff, separate figures were given for head-p0stmasters,
postal supervisors, clerks, postalsorters, telephone supervisors and telephonists.
Under the second category, outdoor staff, were included outdoor postal super-visors, postmen, and cleaners’. Finally, the third category covered sub-postmasters.

Because of the difficulties of handling a large number of labour variables, it
was decided to consider only two groupings of all these Staff grades. The first,
delivery staff, was taken as equal to total outdoor staff less cleaners. The second,
non-dellvery postal staff, was taken as equal to the remaining staffless telephone
supervisors and telephonists. There is an element of arbitrariness here, since
it is likely that some clerks, and, for part of the time, many sub-postmasters,
are more closely concerned with telephone and, agency services than with
postal services. A further source of error is that no allowance could be made
for differences in labour productivity between staff grades; for example, all
grades of postmen in the same Office were assumed to be equally productive,
and were included in the general category delivery Staff. A refinement which
could have been introduced to overcome this problem would have been to
construct a weighted measure of labour input, using as weights the wage rates
(or average earnings) Of different staff grades.However, todo this would have
required data on wage rates and on average man days worked for each grade,
and such data were not available; in any case, as with the measure of output,
the numbers in these grades were very highly intercorrelated, implying that
different sets of weights Would not have yielded very different measures of
labour input. As for transport vehicles, statistics of both owned and hired
vehicles were available, and were aggregated by converting hired vehicles to
"owned-vehicle equivalents", using data on average hours Of usage.

B.2 Macroeconomic Data External to the Postal Services

I . Income

The important issue of the choice Of an appropriate income variable is fully
examined in section 2.3 of the paper. The only additional problem encountered

68. For a study,which makes use ofsuch comprehensive data’to estimate production, factor demanda
and cc~t functions for a crees section of US post offices, see Merewitz (I969).
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was that in the cross section regressions the units of analysis were not co-
terminous with county boundaries, whereas the available data on personal
income were only available on a county basis. (See Ross (I972)). At first, an
attempt was made to overcome this problem by allocating the personal income
for each county to the different catchment areas within that county in pro-
portion to population. However, this effectively assumed that variations in
personal income per head within each county are negligible, which is very far
from being true, especially in the case of counties containing one town of
considerably greater importance than any others. Thus, regressing mail
volume per head for two or more sub-divisions of the county (one of them
containing the major town) on the average county income per head led to
serious overestimates of mail volume for the rural area and corresponding under-
estimates for the urban area. As an example, within Cork county, the volume
of mail for Cork city was underestimated by the equation and that for Mallow,
Skibbereen, Bandon and Bantry overestimated.

Consequently, the attempt to estimate cross section demand functions using
observations on all fifty-two post offices was abandoned because of the im-
possibility of getting accurate income per head data for each office catchment
area. Instead, offices were grouped by county and the income per head variable
was recalculated, with allowances being made for the spill-over of office catch-
ment areas into adjacent counties. As expected, this variable was only
marginally different from the data as published by M. Ross (i.e. referring to
integral counties).

~. Population
Accurate data on national population are available only for the five census

years since I949. However, official estimates of the total population for inter-
censal years are available in the Report on Vital Statistics published annually
by the Central Statistics Office. These data were therefore used with no adjust-
ments in the time-series regressions.

As mentioned at the end of section 2.3, an attempt was made to estimate
separate time-series demand functions for Dublin and the rest of the country.
This required the construction of a time-series for the population of Dublin,
for which the population in inter-censal years was estimated by simple linear
interpolation between the data for preceding and succeeding census years. This
extremely crude procedure seems justified by the smoothness of the data, which
ensures that any alternative interpolation procedure gives very similar results.69

Next, for the cross section demand and productivity regressions, it was
required to calculate the population of each post office catchment area in 195 I,
i96o, I965 and I969. Since these catchment areas do not follow county

69. I am grateful to B. M. Walsh for advice on this point.
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boundaries, it was necessary to usemore disaggregated census data. Each
catchment area was therefore taken to be equal to some number of rural
districts, and their population was calculated accordingly. Even this does not
yield perfect results, since the~ boundaries of catchment areas, according to a
map supplied by the Department of Posts and Telegraphs, are rarely exactly
co-terminous with the boundaries of rural districts. However, rather than
disaggregate further, which would have required using population data by
district electoral districts, it was decided to make dowith the more approximate
data (especially since using data on rural districts ensures that all major towns
are correctly allocated to the appropriate office catchment area). Finally,
since i96o, ~i965 and i969 were not census years, it was necessary to calculate
the requisite population data for each of four adjoining census years (i956,
I96I, 1966 and i97I), and then interpolate between them.T0

3. Measures of Population Dispersal
The population density of each office catchment area was measured by the

ratio of its population (as calculated in the lastsection) to its area in square
miles. To calculate a measure of urbanisation, urban population was taken to
mean population living in towns with over 1,5oo inhabitants, and the data on
the proportion of population living in urban areas were therefore calculated on
this basis.

4. Measures of the Level of Business Activity in "Postage-Intensive" Sectors
In an attempt to construct measures of the level of activity in "postage-

intensive" sectors by county in ~966, a number of variables measuring the
proportion of the total at work in each county employed in such sectors were
constructed. The data used are derived from the i966 Census, and are con-
veniently summarised in Baker and Ross (I975), Appendix 2.71 "Postage-
intensive" was taken to exclude those, employed in agriculture; domestic
service, and Baker and Ross’s "social autonomous" sector. Some experimenta-
tion was also made with variables which excluded, in turn, those employed in
private building and construction, and in retail trade.

In addition, :the numbers employed in tourism as a proportion of the county
work-force were used as a proxy measure of the level of tourists’ exuenditure.

70. The methocl of interpolation used was the same as that in Ross (197~). I am gratefult0 M. Ross
for discussions on this matter.

71.’I am grateful to T, J. Baker and M. Ross for permission to use this unpublished data.
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